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ABSTRACT OF TMSIS
a study
Exploration and Analysis of corporate social Responsibility:
of corporate social Responsibility and Minnesota orsanizations
of corporate
This study was designed explore the importance and increase
of behavior and actions select
social responsibility and determine what response level
the model and
Minnesota based organizations are currently practicing using
Social Performance:
measurements of S. prakash Sethi's "Dimensions of Corporate

An Analytical Framework."
The results of my research show that the majonty of the Minnesota

proscriptive or
organizations surveyed claim to be currently practicing at least
behavior
reactive levels of behavior and action. More organrzations claimed their
and actions as preventative in regard to their ethical norrns, social accountability,

their
and operating sffategy than the other dimensions. One organization describes
actions and behaviors as preventative in seven out of the eight dimensionsThe topic of corporate social responsibility witl continue to evolve and be an
argument in process until we can ctearly measure the input and results of those
organizations that show leadership in this area. We can celebrate those

organizations that are judged to be acceptable and learn from those that make
mistakes. We can only hope that as someone steps away from the plate

of

accountability, another entity wilt step forth in the crusade to increase the progress

of

society and our community,
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II{TRODUCTION
was
we once lived in a world dominated by capitatism where making money
new rules are cteated in
the motive and everything else was a distraction. Today,

relationship to society'
organizations that include values and accountability in their

With the competitive market, what can easily differentiate organlzations

is

their

consumers
commitment to corporate social responsibiliry. What now can influence

environment,
and the bottom line is the roles organizations play in the community,
Kanter,
and the well being of employees. As eloquently stated by Rosabeth Moss
,,Money should never be separated from values. Detached from values it may indeed
be the root of all

evil. Linked effectively to social purpose it can be the root of

opportunity." (Cohen and Greenfield, 88)
In this paper, I explore the oppornrnities and success of corporate social
responsibility. Included in this exploration is research completed on select
Minnesota based organizations that claim to practice various levels of corporate
social responsibility. My research wiII help define where select Minnesota
organtzations fall within this leadership application and suggest the level

of

responsiveness to as it relates to corporate social responsibility currently. The highest

level of corporate social responsibility involves those organizations that take

"preventative" or responsive steps in their commitment to this cause.

7
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leader' I
I chose this topic because of my personal beliefs as a consumer and
same values and have a
continually f,nd myself drawn to organizations that share the

organization that
stronger commitment to society. My desire to work for an
important to me.
provides a socially responsible culture has become increasingly
the month'
Corporate socialresponsibility is a culture, not aprogram of

It is

and outside the
an organizational culture that creates pride and loyalty within
be voting with their
company walls. Consumers are now identiffing and claim to

values. Consumers
pocket boots and seeking out organizations that share the same
of society and are
recognize that organizations are contributing to the deterioration
have
now raising their expectations for accountability. Over time, organla.ations

for productivity and
misused people, capital and other resources in their sole search

profits.
This topic is especially important because organtzations are sfudied and
evaluated for their commiunent and also on behaHof atl parties in which they come

in contact. The change in the role of co{porate social responsibilify is important to
the growth of an organization and reaching targetconsumers, profit and reputationThe partnering

of organLa.ations and socially responsible nenvorks

is growing rapidly

by parnrering with local social service orgafiLzations, minority vendors, international
vendors and broad-based community organizations.
There are many organizational responses to corporate social responsibility

from the defensive or "proscriptive," to obeying the law and being proactive or
"preventative" to taking proactive steps in accountability. Many organizations

continue to support the ideas of Milton Friedmann who set the tone

8
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money as possible while
defining the purpose of business is "to make as much

in the law and those
conforming to the basic rules of society, both those embodied
studies speculate
embodied in ethical customs." (Friedmann, L996) Many
have higher
organizations fhat are committed to corporate social responsibility

show what consumers
earnings, more investors and happier employees. studies

socially responsible
intend to do when faced with the choice of purchasing from
organLa.ations.

social
My research on Minnesota organLtations that participate in corporate
hest aligns the
responsibility will investigate what levels of behavior and action
organtzatton with responsiveness to corporate social responsibility.

It is imporrant to

organizations'
increase the public awareness and visibility of socially responsible
organization
The increase in exposure will help determine the commitment level of
and brrng leaders to the forefront.

Leadership in Socially Responsible Organizations
As Albert Einstein noted: "No problem can ever be solved from the same
consciousness that created it." (Wheatley,

5) We must learn the world anew. What

Margaret Wheatley describes as the change in leadership is " an amorphous
phenomenon that has inuigued us since people began studying organizations, is
being examined now for its relational aspects. More and more studies focus on

followership, empowerrnent, and leader accessibility. And ethical and moral
questions are no longe r fuzry religious concepts but key elements in our relationship

9
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with staff, suppliers, and stakeholders." fiMheat1ey, 12) Wheatley

goes on to

a "different understanding
elaborate on the evolution of leadership by claiming that
dependent on the context,
of leadership has emerged recently. Leadership is always

We cannot hope to
but the context is established by the relationships we value.
of people who
influence any situation without respect for the complex network
support the
conffibute to our organizations." ffiheat1ey, 145) These beliefs

In
changing role of organizations taking more accountability for relationships.
and
addition, it addresses the complex network of people the organization influences

what value the organization places on corporate social responsibility and its
relationship to societY,
Corporate social responsibility is an opportunity to show leadership in the

to
business world and also within organizations. Organizations that are considered
be leaders

in this field of corporate social responsibility show leadership in many

ways and flnd that it benef,ts all parties involved. Joel Makower, the aufhor

of

Beyond the Bottom Line (Lgg4) and leader in corporate social responsibility has

found that organizations show leadership in the fotlowing areas and beliefs:

.

Employees function best whsn thqt do meaningfi,tl jobs

atfair

wages in healthy work environmtnts,

are empowered to have a say in how thry do their jobs, are rapectedfor their individunl

contributions and needs, and enjoy a heatthy balance betwesn work andfamily

life. Their

perfirrnarce isfurther enhanced by their employer's willingnas to inuest in their continued pnsonal
and professional

growth. The autouatic, authoritarian, abusive workplace, where employm rule

by tyranny and intimidation is rwt goodfor business.

l0
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heatthy communities where the quality
companiesfunction best over the longrun when located in
care
a berow avtrage uime rate, adequate education and health

a

af

tfe incrudes suchfactors

as

robtst economic activity, a healthy eruvironment, and viable
facilities, pools of quatified workers,
of these do not exkt, thre is a higher
cultural and community irctitutions. Whsn ofle or ntore
and retain quatified employees, and
lifutihood that companies willfind it more dfficutt to attract

deteriorating conditiors'
mayface intyeased taxa or regulatory burdms raultingfrom
their oprations usually
companies that treat the natural environmsnt with respect throughout

I

and sutices, and maximize raource
reduce their output ofwaste, achiwe hryhe, qunlity producg
gmeratty facefewer cosr af regulatory
efficienry, including their capital resources. Moreover, thry
af costly litigation, and enioy
compliance, pay lower insurance rates, experimre reduted incidence
hryher toyattyfrom their castomers, both individual cofisu?ners and business-to-bwiness

a

Compania mrnt take a langer virw af their operatioru. Short ternt, qunrterly
rlecisions frequentty distort the

tnte

costs

clim*'

based management

of doing btxiness, bothfor cornpanies and society. A

growtttg number of decisions must be made with a broadr pewpective- of time as well as of the
groups

a

fficted.

Corporate

That sometimes mears forgoing short-term gain in favor of longer-term befiefiB'

rryutatiol wilt tafu an wefl greater importance. A growing

individual consumm

cotps of astomerc'

as well as businesses arud the public sector- is beginntng to

reputation and perfornrance as

riteriafir

irstitutional customels, fftany of whkh

virw company

their purchases. This is especially true of corporate and

have purchasingpolicies that give prefermce to products

manufactured in a way that doa not mploit workers or unduly harm the tnvirofitnent,

includW

groups or
companies that do not engage in unethical brciness practices, discviminate against certain
classes

or support oppressive efivironments. (Makower, 17)

1l
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leadership has in
We should not ignore the negative and positive impact that
behaviors that influence
what organieations claim as socially responsible actions and

power to embrace and
our society and everyday life. Leaders have the ability and
As leaders,
encourage this change hy using their influence in these areas.
in the world. People
organizations are the most powerfut and influential enterprises
when making
are deciding, and considering roles in corporate social responsibility
seeking out
purchases and even choosing employment. Prospective employees are

support
organizations in the forefront of leadership in behaviors and actions that
corporate social responsibility. An organization's role in co{porate social

quality
responsibitity has a tremendous positive impact in recnriting and retaining
to the
employees when the average cost to attract, train and bring a new employee up
level of productrvity is over $21,000. (Makower, L97) A Chivas Regal study found

that

S3o/oof employees

involved in company-giving projects reported a sense of

increased loyalty to their employer. (Smith, 1994) One study of 188 corporations

found employee moral was three times higher in companies with a strong degree of

community involvement. (Yankey, 1 996)

Defining Corpo r ate So cial Re sponsibility
Corporate social responsibility is a rapidly changing phenomenon that's
included many definitions and expansions with each new social cause. Appropriate
and commendable corporate social responsibility is geatly determined by our current
values in society. The wave of environmental concern and leadership in socially

t2
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to the forefront
responsible organizations developed over many years and has moved
is
because of increased information and concern that our quality of environment

of
deteriorating. International labor issues have also become very important because
easy access

to information and international territory. Organizations are now

that
visiting their sites literally and virtually through video conferencing and realtztrLg
these environments do not meet their organizational standards.

In the business communtty, corporate social responsibility can be termed

as

,,community relations," "colporate social performance," "green schemes," "values-led
business," or "corporate citizenship." There is no single, commonly accepted

definition but the organization "Business for Social Responsibility" defines it
"operati

as,

fig abusiness in a manner that meets or exceeds the ethical, legal,

commercial and public expectations that society has of business." (www.bsr.org)
Listed are some of examples and definitions I found throughout my study on the
actions and behaviors of an argantzation

t

:

"Corporate social responsibitity is an obligation that private enterprise owes to
society in general, and subgroups of that society in particular." (Davidson,

tge4)

t

"Corporate social performance (CSP) includes corporate actions related to
environmental pollution, cotporate philanthropy, and disclosure of social

information." (Owen and Scherer, 1993)

{

Corporate social responsibility can be defined "as the duty of organizations to

conduct their business in a manner that respects the rights of individuals and
promotes human welfare." (Manakkalathil and Rudolf L995)

t

Corporate social responsibility can be defined as "corporate social actions
whose purpose is to satisfy needs." (Angelidis and Ibrahim , 1993)
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Corporate social responsibility is a philosophical state and culture within an

organtzation. It involves the deeply held values and standards by which each
organization operates and encourages both the parent organization and all parties in

which it comes in contact. The basic level of social responsibility is to be profitable
and provide sustainable jobs at fair wages and solid returns for the owners and
investors, which directly impacts the growth of the comrnunity

It is difficult to determine the intention and motivation of those organieations
that market and practice higher levels of corporate social responsibility. Are
organLa,ations motivated by that fact that more studies are showing leadership

in

these areas is more profitable and generates positive perceptions? Those
organLzations that claim to be socially responsible and fall short of these expectations
can be exposed by society. What could be an organtzations greatest asset can also
become their greatest weakness.

It is more clearly visible what is socially unacceptable to society. Many
orgaflizations toe the line in this respect and use social responsibility as a means for
social marketing. Organizations understand the willingness of the public to embrace

"good" companies and often gain from presenting this image. As this phenomenon
grows, the concern of exploitation is a tremendous fear. Organizations that publicize

their commitment to conuibuting pre-tax dollars to a designated charity gain from
this image but may not have a culture and an embedded commifinent to the
charitable cause.

t4
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An example of unacceptable leadership in this regard is tobacco firms that
subsidize the arts and then the public eventually rea'li-es fhese organtzations target

young minorities to smoke. This is an example of an industry that has used social
perception to further their profits and productivityExamples of current socially responsible behaviors and actions generally fall

into the four categories of environment, workplace, community and international
marketplace. Included in these categories, but not limited to, are examples below:
Afirmative Action: rncouraging and supporttng afirmative actions tneilfi#es within tlw
organization and incorporates an efivironmefit based on equality.
Community Economic Develapmrnt: partner with local organizations that eficourage and
support a committed relationship and accountability to tlu local community.
Corporate Culture: successfultyfoster a corporfite atlture that defines the mission, values and
vision tltc organimtian promotes.
Diversity: welcomes diuersity in all areas oftlw corporation arud encoilrages andfosters
an environment thnt effibraces all people.
Downsizingl Restructuring: establishing a "Na-lay offpolicy for its employees that seatres their
position within tlu company and encourages long term employment.
Employee Empowerment- encourfigtng employees to participate in tlte growth aftht
organization and encourage suggestions and team work.
Ethia: creates enyironmrnt and sapports high levek of ethics within tlte organization and with
others in comes in contact.

ffirs competitiue wagesfor all ages.
global ethia and the impact an organization rnay have
consideration
Ethics:
takes
into
Global
in recagnizing tlw ethical level of otlrer aitures.
Health and Wellness: nrt organization that promotes health and wellness af its employees by
saryoftiflg healthf*res, on site dortors, and all otlrcr actions.
Fair

Wages: recognizes employea and

Vending- partnering with minority vendors as a preferred source.
Missionl Valuesl Vision: cleaily and consistently prewnting the mission, values, and vision

Minority

of

the organization.
Pollution Prevention: showing leadership in the dtreos of pollution preverttion and taking
proartive rfieasares to protect tlw environment and its workers.
Sexual Harassment: strangly presents a poliry against sexual harassment and cantinually
educates its employees on the acceptable and unacceptable behaviors in the workplace.
Famity/
Life Balance: fosters an environment that clearly resperts the balance between
Workl
the work place and the home place. Supports all worksfinancially and,equally in arens
afmaterttity leaue adoption leaue and elderly core. Provides alternate work schcdules to
arcornmodate outside ac'tivities.

t5
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These examples are accumulated from the behaviors and actions of several

organizations and will develop and change over time. With the development and
progression of society, what is considered acceptable today will inevitably change.

The Foundation of Corporate Social Responsibility
)

It is imporLant to understand the evolution of corporate social responsibility
because of its impact on indusffies, society, community and workforce. In addition,

it's important to understand where the influences have originated and how
organizations became to be the most powerful entity in the world. Throughout the
years of business, the role of the organization increases but has been driven by many

influences of government, religion and society. Understanding the evolution of the

relationship between the organization and society aids in understanding the
importance of co{porate social responsibility from the view of an organization,
community, consumer, employee and the values led individual who is seeking

alignment. The role of corporate social responsibility

has evolved over centuries and

the influences and accountability have continued to change hands with the

communrty, church and the business organization. This concept has been evolving
over the centuries and can be identified through different behaviors and actions in
each period. This framework is intended to give boundaries to what our current

expectations of corporate social responsibility and the parties and influences

involved.

l6
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During the Classical Greek Period, moneymaking was disapproved of and
was discouraged in society and it was expected that business was a social seruice to

the community. Character development was very important and business was held
as the

foundation for one's integrrty. Aristotle wrote: "In the best governed

communrty...the citizen may not lead either the life of the craffsman or traders, for
such a life is devoid of nobility and hostile to the perfection of character." Immoral
business practices were punishable by ostracism, and fraud could result in corporal

punishment. Social pressure became more influential and directed society away
from unethical business practices. (Eberstadt, 18)
The Catholic Church dictated the Medieval Period and it disuusted both
businessmen and the business system. Profit was considered anti-Christian and the

church adopted the moffo- "the merchant seldom or never, pleases

God."

St-

Thomas Aquinas allowed business that could be justified as long as it was used "for

definite putpose, namely, the good estate of the household (community)." The
church could not abolish business but they conffolled it and the effect it had on their
society and community. The expectations of businesses extended beyond honesty to

include the well being of the guildmembers and the community. It was not
uncommon for guilds to support their sick members or their extended family.
Supporting and educating the poor, building hospitals and orphanages, encouraging
and promoting local artists wns common and expected during The Medieval Period.

It was accepted that in business, God was a major partner and at the end of each year
His profits were distributed among the poof. @berstadt, 19)

t7
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The Mercantile Period, 1500-1800, gave way to the Catvinist doctrine, which

glorified the thrifty and industrious businessmen. This period supported
entrepreneurs and "taught them to feel they were a chosen people, made them
conscious of their great destiny in the Providential plan and resolute to reaLrze it".
(Ebersta dt,

20) Charity continued and many manufacfurers, distributors and

vendors were ordered to maintain wages under any circumstances during hard times.
The Industrial Revolution Period, 1800-1930, changed American society and
began the separation between values and

profit.

Social Darwinists and laissez-faire

economists rejected the responsibility of business being accountable for the welfare

of

society and the community. Herbert Spencer, a leading Socia1 Darwinist, argued

"that society's only obligation to the lazy, sick, and the intemperate was to prevent
them from procreating, so that the human species might become stronger.
(Ebersta dt, 20) Unregul atedbusiness ran rampant and legislatures, courts and
Congress quickly rook hold of the new individualist philosophy. Charters and tariffs

were created to control foreign competition. By I932, one in four workers were

unemployed and the Bureau of Labor Statistics concluded that it was impossible for
many workers to provide for their families. (Eberstadt?l) Americans had to make
choice between individualism and economic security, and the generation raised on
the gospel of wealth seems to have took the later. The economic security of the

family became the incentive and business the priority and communities suffered at
the lack of values associated with some otgafilzations.

I8
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People's Iives and culture dramatically changed in moving from the rural
areas to urban areas to seek

work. This was to the disadvantage of the people

because they were often at the mercy of their
1800's, builders of the

organization. Beginning as early

as the

New England mill towns reahzedthe benefit of providing food

and shelter to their migrated employees. This was an oppornrnity for an

organieation to become more involved in meeting the social, religious and
intellecnral needs of their employees. With this oppornrnity also came the

opportunity for great misffeatrnent. Organizations had exclusive control of set
wages, hours, production processes and even machine speeds. This often had

deuimental effects on families who were separated from their children and forced to

work under inhumane conditions.
In the I880's, the Lester Brothers Company had aprofound impact on taking
more social responsibillty. They provided workers with quality homes at afficrdable
prices and modest interest rates. People migrated to the Binghamton City limits in
search of this organtzation and seeking the comfort of a socially responsible work

environment. There were those otgantz.ations that were committed to the success in
addition to the well being of their employees. Julius Rosenwald, the owner of Lester
Brothers Compaily, organized and implemented the 4-H progams as a means

of

assisting American farmers' technological advances and long term profitability.

(Makower, 19) Employees sought out argantzations that used these opporrunities to
benefit the employee, as well as themselves.

l9
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1930The largest cotporarions dictated and directed the Coqporate Period,

present, and foreign policy became one determining factor of profit. The largest

quality of
corporation not only influences their own po1iry but also determines the
life, even for those not employed by

it.

During this period, the government

other
reinstated the responsibihty of business toward workers, shareholders and

public
businesses. Organizations exist to senre the public, similar to any other
institution and should be held under the same standards. The public has accepted
that co{porate social responsibility is becoming more and more influential in our
corporate culture.

Government changed as laws were revised. By the 1930's it was a legitimate
business e4pense to contribute to charities. Organizations saw this as an opportunity

to do good and get a rewarded through taxes for doing so. Corporate social
responsibility began as a tool for organizations to benefit by

profit. Between

L969

and Lg7Z, fheBig Four regulatory organtzations were established by Congress and

the public sector more influential and powerful than many organization- The

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the Equal Employment

Oppornrnity Commission GEOC), the Consumer Produa Safety Commission
(CPSC) and the Environmental Protection Agency GPA) began regulating

organizations and protecting the employees, consumers and the environment.

(Ifdakower,29) At this point, organtzations became accountable for their
contribution of the ills of society.

20
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Over time, consumers and employees began to impact corporate social

responsibility. The arganization's responsibility Ef€w, as did the involvement with
employees and the community. Organaations are increasingly responsible and
accountable for their oulput but so are aII of the organtzations in which they come in

contact. Organrzations that do not take this responsibility seriously are often faced
with the impact of a boycott. With the increased ability to communicate to wide
numbers of people instandy, word travels fast. Pepsi Cola, McDonald's, Old

Counny Buffet, and Ford have all faced this impact in the past twenty years.
Activists historically have been viewed as "powerless" in changing the
behavior of an organization. Organizations have to broaden the definition of an
activist to include aII stakeholders, who are any group that has an interest, right,
claim, or ownership in an organization. These activist groups begin as po\Merless
groups but when banded together they can be

of

great concern to organizations.

(Heath, 1997) The Internet has become a resourcefuI tool for stakeholders and
activists to band together in persuading organlzations to change their behavior or
actron.

For example, two case studies show the impact of activists or stakeholders.
Ford Motor Company fought a recall for years on their ignition switches. This recall
included more than 8.7 million vehicles and an estimated $200 to $300 million.

A

consumer created the Association of Flaming Fords web site after their vehicle
suddenly burst into flames. Anyone surfi,ng the net had access to this information
and generated tremendous negative publicrty. Coincidentally, the Ford Motor

Company, after tremendous pressure agreed to the recall. Before this website was

21
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generated, information was fi.ltered through the news media and Ford Motor

Company. (Coombs, 88)

In 1993, Pepsi-Cola Products was the target of activists who posted detail
flyers of their lints to Burma and support for the repressive SLORC government

dictatorship. In 1995, the Free Burma Coalition (FBC) developed a web site to
coordinate national and international actions to raise awareness. Over 400

information packets were distributed that instructed people how to form local action
groups. Stockholders and contract customers were beginning to worry about the
negative impacton earnings. As a result, Pepsi-Cola lost a $1 million conffactwith

Harvard University when students, armed with the information on the Internet,
protested the contract. (Coombs, 1998)

Public pressure convinced Starbucls Coffee Company to improve working
conditions after being targeted in 1995 by the Chicago based US/Guatemala Labor
Education Project. The activist group criticized Starbucks for the workers in
Guatemala getting paid $2.40 a day picking beans for coffee that they sell for $8 a

pound. Leaflets where distributed to customers entering Starbucl+s stores and they
began to receive hundreds of letters from customers and investors demanding action.

Starbucks introduced a "code of conduct" for all theirbean suppliers, the firstsuch

effirrt in agricultural industry. Among the goals were improving the quality of work
for those who produce, hanrest and process coffee and promoting sound
environmental practices. Starbucks was rewarded for their effiorts by receiving the
Council on Economic Priorities' fnternational Human Rights Award for 1996.
(Scott, 1996)

22
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Perception can be very effective if consumers believe an organization is

harmful to society in any way and this can have dramatic effects on the bottom line.
Sensitive to such financial realities, McDonald's didn't take any chances

in

1990,

moving away from polystyrene because grammar school children at several locations
picketed them. McDonald's began to parffrer with Environmental l)efense fund and

overnight they became a "green" company which originated from consumer response
and this became an opporhrnity to reduce waste and save money. The organization
later eliminated the company logo on napkins that allowed them to fit 23% more into
each package. This small change eliminated294,000 pounds of packaging or 150

truckloads of napkin shipments per year. (Scott, 1996)
OId Country Buffet was perceived as an organization that discriminated
against gays and lesbians. Consumers can pair up and create alliances with social
orgaftiz,ations that support these causes and have extensive experience in impacting

organLzations. Organizations who do accept their influence have paid hefty fines
and resulted in great losses. For those orgafi:u,ations that have not initiated a role in
corporate social responsibility, it is only a maffer of time before the bottom line is
affected and they have no choice.

Viljaste

Support of Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate social responsibility has evolved over several years and

international organizations were created to support those businesses that initiated
Ieadership. Organrzations that are leaders in this evolution have collaborated and
united in support of their contribution. Some businesses began with higher levels of
expectation and leadership and increasingly accepted their role in influencing society
and the community. Those organizations that have included these values in their

mission statements have reaped the benefits and profit from being a socially
responsible business. The organization and companies discussed below exemplify

the growing concern for corporate social responsibility.
Business for Socia1 Responsibility (BSR) was founded

in 1992 and emerged

from a group of companies that shared the same vision of corporate social

responsibiliry. They define their organtzation "for companies of all sizes and sectors.
BSRs mission is to help their member companies achieve long term commercial
success by implementing policies and practices that honor high ethical standards and

meet their responsibilities to all who are impacted by their decisions." Today, they
have a national network and membership of over 1,400 members. They provide
assistance to companies seeking to "implement policies and practices which

conffibute to the long term, sustained and responsible success of their enterprise and

which fairly balance the competing claims of key stakeholders, their investors,
employees, customers, business partners, communities, and the environment. "

(www.bsr.org)
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Business for Social Responsibility programs focus on issues related to audits

and accountability, community involvement, environmental ethics, governance,
human nghts and the global economy, marketplace and the workplace. They are
supported by membership dues but mostly by voluntary conffibutions from member

cotporations and grants from funders similar to the Ford Foundation, The Gap
Foundation, Heinz foundation, Levi-Strauss & Co. Foundation, Reebok
Foundation, Sffide Rite Foundation and many more. (www.bsr.org)
The Minnesota Center for Corporate Responsibility (MCCR) is a local
organization dedicated to improving corporate work/life polices. Their mission and
programs include alternative work schedules, flex time, job sharing, telecommuting,

child

care,

information and education, referral systems, elder care assistance,

wellness and health information, sabbaticals, parental or health related leave politics,
employee assistance programs, emergenry time-offpoo1s, and a specfl:um of training
and support for managers and employees. MCCR was founded in 1978 as a

membership organization that "assisted business leaders in developing practical,
productive and responsible relationships that contribute to the long term success of

their organization andbalance the competing claims of key stakeholders- customer,
employees shareholders and communities." This non proflt organ:u,ation is affiliated

with the University of St. Thomas Gradlate School ofBusiness and is supportedby
membership dues and additional support from grants and contributions.
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Marilyn Carlson Nelson, Vice Chairman described the leadership of MCCR
in these words.'
Corporations, Iike individuals, have responsibilities beyond themselves to the
comrnufiity at large and indeed to subsequent gmerations, Tlure is a sayrng, which avows that
'We hnye drunkfrom the wells we didnT dig.' Miwrcsota corporate leaders are enjoying doing
business in a community that wos built by ourforefatlters, It is nsw our turu. We must
organize ourselves to maximize the impact of our stewardship of this great state. The
Minnesota Ceaterfor Corporate Responsibility is our owrt aeation; it is ourway to inspire,
motivate, instruct, and reward ourselvesfor reaching beyond corporate short sightedness to truly
enlightened interest wrth multigenerational impact.

(www. stthomas. edu /www / mccr)

Social Yenture Nenvork (SVhD is also a leader in corporate social

responsibility. It was founded tn 1987 and advanced the social responsibility
movement in organizations over the years. Their objectives include social justice,

community, cooperation, diversity, education, sustainability and innovation.
(www.svn.org) Social Venture Nenuork is an internal group that generally embraces
the business interests of their own members and notthe outside world. Makower,

26) This organization is generally limited by their membership criteria. Over
seventy percent or more of their members are Owners or Senior Managers whose

annual net revenues exceed $3 million.
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Critiquing the "Do'Gooders"
Every organization has their own response to corporate social responsibility
ranging from law abiding to taking proactive steps to be more accountable with

society. The examples given are meant to reflect how organizations that claim to be
socially responsible can be projected. The following organtzations, Whole Foods,
The Body Shop, and Ben & Jerry's appear to share a common vision that originated

by an owner or CEO of the organlzation. These organtzations reflect the general
scrutiny that organizations can face. It appears that these organizations initially
choose service over self -interest that creates a "stewardship" with society. Peter

Block, the author of $tewardship, describes it as "the set of principles and practices

which have the potential to make dramatic changes in our governance system. It is
concerned with creating a way of governing ourselves that comes at the boffom
the organization.

of

It means giving conffol to customers and creating self-reliance on

the part of all who are touched by the institution," (Block, 5)

What makes a corporation aleader in social responsibility? Most of the
praise and criticism is based on the interpretation of an organrzation's behaviors and

actions. Following is an analysis of leadership in organizations that can be
considered by some socially responsible and equally criticized as just "do-gooders."
Research is lacking that supports the true intention of these organizations and the
results socially conscious behavior and actions relates to

profit. It is not easily

distinguishable which organtzations have a culture and commiunent that supports
the foundation of corporate social responsibility.
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It is difficult to determine the intention of organizations that claim to be
socially responsible. David Kadlec (L997) examines the growing development of
co{porate social responsibility and categorizes most organizations into three tiers:
Open Handers, Practicing what they Preach, and Image Builders.
Organtzations are now frantically aligning themselves with non-profits to

improve their image and create prof,t. One example of the "strategic philanthropy"
includes Whirlpool, which recognizes that most of their consumers are women.

With that in mind, they target their funding on childcare and job related training,
which has direct impacts on women. "Cause marketing" is also growing the
advertising industry and companies will pay more than $500 million to align
themselves with social programs and sponsor rights to their causes. By increasing

the organization's commitment to corporate social responsibility, advertisements can
generate some $2.5 million for the cause they champion and this is anticipated to
rncrease

Socially responsible companies tend to occupy responsibility on three tiers.
"Open handers" are otganizations that are at the forefront of corporate social

responsibility. As an example, Ben &Ierry's is noted for their "stunning 7.5% of its
pretax profits and goes to great lengths to buy from minority or disadvantaged

suppliers." Second tier organieations are described as "practicing what they preach."
They are described as n'passion brandersn' who have long term commitments to the
cause and go beyond raising money but actually incorporating these beliefs

throughout the cornpany. As an example, McDonald's is named for their clear
interest in kids and local communities. The Ronald McDonald House for the
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families of seriously ill children is one of the country's best known charitable tie-ins.
Lastly, "image builders" are organtz.ations that focus on pure-cause marketing and
adopt causes only to enhance their image. For example, Prudential as a result

of

negative impressions of their agents sale practices began sponsoring a national youth

volunteerism campaign.
The estimated impact organizations have invested in marketing and charitable

contributions continues to be enormous. Cause related marketing was projected to
grow to a $535 million industry in 1995. During that same time frame, individuals
are estimated to have given $116.2 billion towards charitable contributions,

foundations growing to $10.4 billion and corporations $7.+billion. (Kadlec, 1997)It
is difficult to determine if the increase in contributions or marketittg is directed

related to the implication, but not proven fact, that consumers appeal to
organieations are socially responsible.
Organizations are using marketing as a tool to generate positive reputations
and profit. These organizations are parmering that outside groups in developing a
perception of a socially responsible organization. What is dfficult to measure is the
true intention of these organizations and their motivation. Because an organization
parfirers with a non-profit or gives away product does not establish them as socially

responsible. Those organizations may generate action and behavior in terms

of

marketing but as a tool for generating profit and may not have the deep rooted

cultural commiftnent fhat is expected of socially responsible organizations.
Whole Foods Market is a leader in corporate social responsibility in the
grocery indusnry. The original V/hole Foods opened in 1980 and over the years this
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arganlzation has accumulated other retailers and now currently has over 68 stores,
seven

disuibution centers, eight regional bake houses, three commissary kitchens and

three cafes rn 17 states. Their sales are four times greater than their largest

competitor. They describe their services

as

being "Iike an old fashioned

neighborhood grocery store, an organic farmer's market, a European bakery, a New

York Deli and a supermarket all rolled into one."
What makes this organization unique is their commitment to "Whole Foods,
Whole People, Whole Planet." They carefully evaluate each and every product they
sell and only feature foods that are free from artiflcial preservatives, colors, flavors

and sweeteners. In order to accomplish this goal, they seek out and promote

organically grown foods and nutritional products that support health and well being.

Their "Declaration of Independence" clearly states they are a "mission driven
company that aims to set the standards of excellence for food retailers. We are

building

a business

in which high standards permeate all aspects of our company."

This organtzation is proud of their "Whole Foods, Whole People, Whole
P1anet" but also recognize they are not a "Whole

Life Market." The Whole Foods

system encourages participation and involvement at all levels by encouraging self-

directed teams increased communication and forums, incentive programs, stock

options and commitment to continuous learning. Their local involvement includes
donating 5% of pretax dollars to "not-for-profi.t" organieations and encourages
employees to volunteer community service through a financially supportive program

in the organization. The majority of that money is allocated at the store leve1 and
each store shares in deciding what groups or causes are important to the people in
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that store. They have implemented salary caps that limit any Team Member to ten
times the average total compensation of all full-time Team Members in their
co

mp anY . ( tl

q,-ili. l',-ir.':

I,e,

&iqd;. E qli:)

John Mackey, the founder and CEO of Whole Foods, has been criticized for
his attitude towards unions and dismissed unions as "parasites," likening them to

"having herpes" in that they're "unpleasant and inconvenient" and keep "people from
becoming your

lover." He is reported to have used intimidation

employees expressing dissatisfaction with wages.

All

sign a form acknowledging they were employed at

as a result

of

employees were required to

wil, which means they can be

fired at any time, without reason. @usiness North Carolin a, 1998)

In L976, Anita Roddick started The Body Shop Cosmetics in Brighton,
England and grew into a $657.3 million company by L994. (Reder,156) Anita
Roddick explains her accomplishment best: "The Body Shop is a global business with
more than six hundred shops trading in eighteen diffFerent languages in thirty-seven
countries around the world, in locations ranging from the Arctic Circle to Bondi

Beach. It is a business unlike any other; we have no marketing department and no
advertising deparffnent. We operate according to criteria which place emphasis on
human values than on strictly commercial considerations." (Roddick, 23)
The business ofbeauty can sometimes be intimidating but Anita Roddick

clearly shares her views on ethical selling: "It is immoral to uade on fear. It is

immoral to constantly make woman feel dissatisfied with their bodies. It is immoral
to deceive a customer by making miracle claims for a product- It is immoral to use a
photograph of a glowing sixteen year old to sell a cream aimed at preventing
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wrinkles in a forty year old." (Roddick, 15) In a society that clearly only succeeds
on deception and fear, this belief is considered a highly effective role in corporate
social responsibility.

Anita Roddick considers herself a tool for education: "In a society in which
politicians no longer lead by example, ethical conduct is unfashionable, and the
media does not give people real information on what is happening in the world,
fascinates me is the concept of turning our ships into cenffes for education."

(Roddick, 108) The Body Shop organltation focuses on empowering the consumer
to make conscious choices. By asking questions about the source and manufacfurer,
demanding information and ultimately shopping elsewhere affects change. The

Body Shop's policy is encouraging customers to make conscious choices in
purchasing and be more critical. Knowledge is the best defense: "if they learn about
the efficary of natural ingredients, products made from chemical will seem less

appealing. If they are made aware of the cruelty andpointlessness of testing on
animals, they will seek products not tested on animals. If they realtze the connection
between certain products and major issues like the destruction of the rainforest, they

will avoid these products." @oddilck,247)
Their organizational culture seems bullet proof and culture proof in Anita
Roddick's demanding dedication to her cause when she explains, "'W'e wiII
compromise on almost anything, but not our values, or our aesthetics, or our

idealism, or our sense of curiosity. These are the qualities drawn from the very core
of our being and they are what keep us human in an alienating business
environment. " (Roddick, 250)

)
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With the

same principles

in mind, The Body Shop was examined in

controversial article written by Jon Entine in Busiqess Ethics magazine during the

Sept/Oct 1994 issue. The article titled "Shattered Image" brought to light some the
questionable behavior and actions of Anita Roddick and The Body Shop. The most
damaging of the information presented is:

{

The Body Shop organization is currently under investigation of the Federal Trade

Commission (FDC) of allegations of franchise practices by providing deceptive

information to franchisees on profit aad cost, misrepresenting the company.

{

The Body Shop uses many outdated,

oflthe shelf product formulas filled with

nonrenewable petrochemicals. The Body Shop prides their marketing on "natural"
products but is questioned on the use of artificial colors, fragrances, and synthetic

preservatives. Their "naturally based" ingredients are overlooked when "energy
conservation and minimal packagin g" are compromised and take priority.

{

The documented issues of quality control problems, which include selling
contaminated products. When faced with a backlog in the suflrmer of 1993, they
suspended required microbial testing for months, which is a direct violation of Good

Manufacfuring Practice (GMP). In August 1993, The Body Shop again violated

GMP standards when they did not inspect bulk containers. They distributed the
product to regional distribution centers before testing was complete and tests
revealed e coli present at levels of 1,000 percent. The Body Shop resubmitted the

product for testing without taking appropriate initiative to pull the product offthe
shelves. FDA documents report more than 140 bottles were sold.

{

Their "Trade Not Aid" program is misleading and is less than I pereent of their
outsourcing.

I

Their charitable contributions and environmental standards are not consistent with
company statements. The Body Shop has three public cases of discharge of nonbiodegradable product into the sewage system. The organization was required by

law to report it and they didn't. Between 1986- 1993 the organizations charitable
contribufion ranged from .36 percent to L.24percent, which is less than the average
U.S. company.
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{

The Body Shop concept was originated from an existing cosmetics store in Berkley,

CA called "The Body Shop" which focuses on tle same natural and biodegradable
product line.

{

How can an organization that strongly markets their commitment against animal
testing acknowledge that 46.5 percent of their ingredients had been tested on

animals, up from 34 percent the year before.

These positive and negative examples reflect the genuine conflict in the field

of corporate social responsibility. How can we measure the intention on an
orgafiization and measurable outcomes? For example, it appears that The Body
Shop claimed and marketed its organization as socially responsible but the
accusations above clearly represent socially irresponsible behavior.

Another organieation that has been under the looking glass of society is Ben

& Jerry's Homemade Inc. that produces super premium socially conscious ice cream.
Founded in 1978 and initially established in a vacant gas station, this organization
has grown to some $150

million worth of interesting types of ice cream products.

Some of their famous flavors are "Cherry Garcia," "'W'avy Gravy," "White Russian"

and "Dilberts World: Totally Nuts.

"

What makes this organization unique is their

dedication to vocalizing social causes and using advertising as a tool to inform
consumers

Over the years Ben & Jerry's has gone to great lengths to incorporate their

philosophy into practice. When the organization began, in order to attract customers
they would show free movies at the gas station. They send their Scoopmobile to

antinuclear demonstrations as a voice to this cause and show support. Their
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packaging on products advocates redirecting 1% of the United States military budget

to peace and against antinuclear activities during the middle of the Cold'W'ar.
Where other organizations seem to faII into line in conforming to avoiding these
topics, Ben & Jerry's takes them head on.
Ben & Jerry's uses packaging for public awareness to report their commitment
against using recombinant bovine growth hormone (rBGH) in products. Ben

&

Jerrlr's withdrew their support from the International Ice Cream Association, a huge

trade group, because of their support of using growth hormones. There has been no

scientific evidence from the FDA that proves that this chemical causes harm and has
Ieft regulation up to individual states. Ben

& Jerry's

present their commiEnent on

packaging which states: "W'e oppose the use of recombinant bovine growth hormone

(rBGH). The family farmers who supply our milk and cream pledge not to treat their
cows with

rBGH. The FDA has concluded that no significant difference

has been

shown, and no test can distinguish, between milk from rBGH treated and unffeated
cows." (Cohen and Greenfield, 208) This is how Ben & Jerr5.'s used legal sffatery
and their ability to communicate with the customer their beliefs against using rBGH
and to achieve a social mission.

In 1984, Ben & Jerry's offered stock options at a minimum af fi126 to only
Yermont residents. This pubtic offering was publicized on the front page of all local
papers and it was a success. This event evenfually raised $750,000 used for

expansion and in 1985 they offered a traditional nationwide public offering. (Scott
and Rothman, 52) This is an example of their deep dedication to the state

of

Vermont and the residents.
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Ben & Jerry's has been criticized for their effirrts of corporate social

responsibility and their decision to give up the salary cap that once made this
organtzation popular. This organization once had a salary cap of seven times that

of

the lowest paid employee but because of plummeting profits they discontinued this

poliry. This orgarilzation was also

severely criticized for its search for "Yo- I'm your

CEOI" contest in 1995. The lucky winner was Bob Holland, who stepped down
from the position in 1996. What wasn't revealed initially was that this CEO was
picked before he submiued his poem of candidacy. (Rosen, 3) This fostered a lack
of trust in the organization and questioned their true commitment to principles.

Throughout this organtzation's popularity they have parfrtered with various
international sources to market its commitment to "Save the Rainforest" promotion.
Ben & Jerry's previously partnered with Xapuri cooperative in the Amazon for nuts
to be used in the "Rainforest Crunch" flavored ice cream. This supplier collapsed
under the demand and Ben & Jerry's eventually supplied 95 percent of the nuts from

commercial suppliers. The indigenous leaders were disappointed and complained
because the Xapuri people were exploited by money and had developed an appetite

for Western goods. This relationship has proven to be less than helpfuI for this

culture. The cost of associating with international yendors increases the cost of the
ice cream and it contributes to the misunderstanding that these dollars are directly

benefiting the suppliers related to the Rainforest. (Rosen, 4)

A similar situation occurred with a New

Jersey baker, LaSoul,

which

employed recovering addicts to produce pies for local groceries. Ben & Jerry's
partnered with LaSoul as a supplier and on the coat tails of his socially responsible
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effilfts. This relationship developed with

a letter of intent

to use his product in the

new Apple Pie frozen yogurt. After two years and the loss of profits, Ben & Jerry's
decreased the orders and canceled all remaining orders. LaSoul was left with

half

mffion dollars worth ofproduct and no commitrnent. (Rosin, 5)
The question still remains if organizations that present themselves as socially
responsible can measured against their orrn behaviors and actions. The actions
Ben

of

& Jerry's rre suspicious but I question whether they evolve into a category of

socially irresponsible.

Why Be Socially Responsible?
There are several studies that e4plain the role and impact of corporate social

responsibiliry. Because of the abstract deflnition, it is difficult to deterrnine and
assess the

impact on society and the community. Studies can speculate how an

organrzation's dedication and impact to corporate social responsibility affects the

boffom line profit but it cannot be clearly measured. As with leadership, it is difficult
to determine what leadership styles can be directly related to proflt or success in an

organization. What is determined in studies is that consumers claim to be affected
by corporate social responsibility. They do not accurately measure what action
consumers take but only their intentions. What is measured is the intention of the
organtzation and the consumer but not the end results or profit associated with
corporate social responsibility.
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I chose to include areas of study that rel;ate to corporate social responsibility
to create a boundary of definition and influence. The first sfudy gives guidelines and
levels of social responsibility that arganizations participate in their actions. The
second study is used throughout the indusnry as reference in the impact and influence

that consumers have when targeted by organizations that engage in socially
responsible behavior and the profits associated with that role.

Keith Davis (1973) establishes the advantages and disadvantages and brings
to the forefront the nvo bi-polar positions in corporate social responsibility. Davis
defines social responsibility for the purpose of this article "...social responsibility
begins where the law ends.

A firm not being socially responsible if it merely

complies with the minimum requirements of the law, because this is what any good

citizen should do." (36) The reasoning for arguments for and against corporate social
responsibility are supported by the following arguments:
ARGUMEIYTS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

ratrioive

a

Avoidance of Gouernment Regulation- regulation is costly and

o

Socioculrural Norms- businessmen should be accountablefor the same cultural coratrainb in
the same

mdfinff

os cofitrrton individuals.

,

S ncWrolds

a

Let Business Try- evsyone

a

Bwinas Has the R6oarc6- tae innoyative resourca.

a

Probltms Can Become ProfiB- handl@ problems

a

Pra,ention is

Intrmt- maintaining responsibility to stocWtolderc.

Bms

else

hasfailed let business try.

as a

r*ourcefor profitability

Curing- ffiore economical to deal with the probleffi now.
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ARG AMENTS A GAINS T S O CIAL RE SPONSIBILIT Y

.
.
.
.

Profrt Maxirfiimtion- businas's function is only economic and profit drirtert.
CosB of Social Invalvtment- major economic resources are low.

Iack of Social Skilk- Businessmen lack the expertise and skill.

Dilution of Business's Pimary Purpose- too many people involved would prove to be
effective and

e
,
.
.

Weakened

rault in

lrss

less

produ*ivity.

Intunational Balance of Paymenfi- U.S.

lef's

competitive because of rising cos&.

Businas Has Enough Powr- Excwsive concentratian ofpower.
Lack of Accountability- unclear lines af diren accountability.

t ack of Broad support- cailse offriction and hostility fl?rtong organimtions.

This article defines the boundaries and defenses that arganizations may face

in deciding their role in corporate social responsibility. It is important to be objective
and understand why some organtzations are hesitant in taking on more

accountabrlity in relation to corporate social responsibitity. This article does not give
the implication that accountability is not necessary, but may not be the responsibility
of the organization. As we have seen tfuoughout history, this accountability has
been taken by the government, religious institutions and now by business

organaations.
1997 Cone/Roper Cause Related Marketing Trends Report examines the

impact of Cause Related Marketing (CRM has on the consumers attitudes and
awareness on cause related marketing. For the purpose of this study CRM "is a
strategic positioning and marketing discipline which links a company and its

products and services to a social cause or issue." The sfudy was based on an
extensive in-person, in-home interview conducted nationwide with 2,000 adults, age
18 and older, from

July L3-20, 1996. The highlights and findings were:
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]

Whm price and quality are equnl, 76% of coFtsuffters' rryort thEt would be lifuly to switch to a
brand associated with a good ciluse.

a

76% of Amricans rqorted that when price and quality of merchandise offred are equal, thEt
would be likcly to switch to a retail store associated with a goad cause.

a

Americafis beliwe companies should take greater strys to deal with rime, public education,
poverty and the mvironmmt.

a

59% of consurfters beliwe that bwiness should address problems in their own bacfuards. A
mnjority of Amuicarc would like to see the effect of cause related marketing at the local, rathu
than the national or global lwel.

J

76% of Americans beliwe that business, in conjunction with government, churches, non-profit
organimtiors, and private citizens has a responsibility to allwiate the social problmrs facing
our country.

I

More than half (58T0) of Americans say thEt have a fftore fawrable opinion of companies,
which

a

stryort

causes.

26% of Americans were able to narfle a company that thry beline to be socially raporsible.
Mostfrequmrty mrntioned wue: McDonold\, Anhanser-Busch, Bm & Ierry's, Coca Cola and
Prysi, W'al-Man and Ford.

This study shows the impact or the impression of impact an organization can
make if it's perceived as socially responsible. Society is increasingly making an

impact in driving the ne\v criteria for organirations to become more socially
responsible and accountable. The sfudy claims, when price and quality are equal,
76% of consumers would likely switch brands or retail stores associated with a good
cause but this is based on the

intention of the consumer and not the actual action,

Both organizations and consumers want to give the impression they are socially
responsible or align their values with otgantzations that are socially responsible.
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We can only reasonably measure the intention or perception and not actual
results. What consumers and organieations claim or intend to do may be very
different from the actual results. It is questionable how many consumers acfually
change their buying patterns to reflect their values to align themselves with

organizations that support cotporate social responsibility.

Similar to the Cone/Roper srudy, the following research has developed:

{

Two studies assessing consumer reaction to charitable giving found that 58%
of those interviewed believe it is important to patronize organizations that

contribute to causes, and 45o/o said they would buy from a socially responsible
company, even if it meant switching brands. (DeNitto, 1989)

{

This study reported that 75% of consumers said they would not buy, no
matter what the discount, products or services from a company they
considered "not socially responsible." (Paluszek, 1996)
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LITERATURE RE\IIEW
Corporate social responsibility has been studied in organizations for over

twenty-five years. Because of the continuous increase in boundaries of corporate
social responsibility, the definitions have continued to evolve to include the areas

of

importance determined by society. For example, at one point in history it was
considered a disgrace to focus solely on profit and organizations automatically
recognuaed their impact and importance

in maintaining the community and society.

However, co{porate social responsibility is dfficult to study and accumulate
research because of the abstract definition. As with leadership, it is difficult to

determine, wirhout a reasonable doubt, the impact and levels at which organizations
are practicing social

responsibility. What is most difficult to measure is the outcome

of corporations practicing social responsibility. Currently, we can measure the

intention and interpretation of the organtz,ation's actions but it is difficult to
determine a measurable outcome.

Donna J. Wood, an associate professor of business administration at the
Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business, University of Piftsburgh wrote a

commendable article

n I99l that clear$ explains the evolution of principles in

corporate social responsibility models and accumulates previous research into
creating a new model. In the article "Corporate Social Performance Revisted"

Wood (1991a) separates the history of main principles in corporate social
responsibility. The challenging aspect of these models is applyiog these principles
into a measurable tool to use in studying individual organizations.
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Several attempB have been made at defining corporate social performance by

offering categories of assessing CSP (Sethi, 1979) or a three dimensional model
designed by Carroll(1979) which included social responsibitity categories, social
issues, and philosophies of social responsiveness.

Wartick and Cochran (1985)

published their landmark study on co{porate social performance using Carroll's
(1979) work as a foundation. Wartick and Cochran (1979) created a general model

of corporate social performance and addressed the issue of competing positions
related to economic responsibility, public responsibiliry and social responsiveness.

Wartick and Cochran (1979) defined their CSP model as "the underlying interaction
among the principles of social responsibility, the process of social responsiveness,
and the policies developed to address social issues-" (758)

V/ood (1991a) addresses the research done in this area andconcludes, "the
entire CSP concept has taken on subtle 'good' and binary connotations, as though
corporate social performance is something that responsible companies do not do.
Even though such connotations are common in literature, they are
misrepresentations of CSP, Every flrm can be evaluated on its social performance,
and a firm's social performance can be negatively or positively evaluated." (693)

Wood (1991a) takes Watrick and Cochran's (1979) concepts a step further to address
motivating principles, behavioral processes and observable outcomes of corporate
and managerial actions relating to the external environment.

Applying these additions, Wood explains "the researcher would examine the
degree to which principles of social re$ponsibility motivate actions taken on behalf

of

the company, the degree to which the firm makes use of socially responsive
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processes, the existence and nature of policies and programs designed to manage a

firm's societal relationships, and social impacts (i.e., observable impacts) of the frrms
actions, programs and policies. In addition, the researcher would examine aII these

elements- principles, processes and outcomes- in conjunction with each other to
permit identification of analytically crucial but politically dfficult results such

as

good outcomes from bad motives, bad outcomes frorn good motives, good outcomes

but translation via processes, good process use but bad motives and so on." (693)

Wood (1991a) reconstrucfs the CSP model into three separate areas for
review and establishes that 'business and society are interwoven rather than distinct
entities, therefore, society has certain expectations for appropriate business behavior
and outcomes. However, a review of the literature shows that attempts to specifr

principles of CSR have not distinguished among three conceptualty distinct though
relatedphenomena: expectations placed on a1l businesses because of their role as
economic institutions, expectations placed on particular firms because of what they
are andwhat they do, and expectations placed on managers (and others) as moral
actors within the firm." (695)

The tables shown below have been taken from the article "Corporate Social
Performance Revisited," flMood, 1991a) to show fhe collection of "conscious-raising"
research done in this area and the addition that Wood brings to defining the

principles of corporate social respoilsibility. Wood addresses these areas as
principles and not as categories as previously determined; "A principle expresses
something fundamental that people believe is true, or it is a basic value that
motivates people to act. Categories, in contrast, show how to distinguish among
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different types of phenomena, but they do not represent motivators or fundamental

truths. Carroll's (1979) categories, the economic, Iegal, ethical and discretionary
responsibilities of firms , can be viewed as domains within which principles are
enacted, but not as principles themselves." (695)

Prin-ciples of Corporate Social Responsibility

The Principle of Legitimacy: Society grants legitimacy and power to business. In the loug
run, those who do not use pourer in a mantrer which society considers responsible will tend
to lose it.

Level of Application:

Institufional, based on a firm's generic obligations as a business
organization.

Focus:

Obligations and sancfions.

Value:

Defines the institutional relationship benveen business and
society and specifies what is expected of any business.

Origin:

Davis (1973)

The Principle of hrblic Responsibitity: Businesses are responsible for outcomes
related to their primary and secondary areas of involvement with society.

Level of Application:

Organizational, based on a firm's specific circumstances and
relationships to the environment.

Focus:

Behavioral parameters for otganizations.

Value:

Confines a business's responsibility to those problems related to
the firm's activities and interests, without speciSring a too-

nalrow dornain of possible action.
Origin:

Preston & Post (1975)
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The Principle of Managerial Discretion: Managers are moral actors. Within every domain
of corporate social responsibility, they are obligated to exercise such discretion as is available
t0
them, toward socially responsible outcomes.

Level of Application:

Individual, based on people as actors within the organizations.

Focus:

Choice, opportunity, personal responsibility.

Value:

Defines managers'responsibility to be moral actors and to
perceive and exercise choice in the service of social

responsibiliry.

Origin:

Carroll (1979), Wood (1990)

In review, the principle of legitimaqy stems from how Davis (1973) defined
businesses as a society

institution that should not abuse its power and explains

"Society grants legitimary and power to business. In the long

ilfl,

those who not use

power in a manner which sociefy considers responsibtre will lose it." (314) The power
in organizations is considered equal among all companies, regardless

of

circumstances. Wood (1991a) e4plains, "one way to test the principle of legitimacy
is to systematically analyze what happens to companies that violate social

e4pectations. If it uue that cotporations need social legitimacy to survive, then an
investigation of companies that do and do not survive should show what

distin$ishes them. If it turns out that companies are not beheaded for their sins,'
that is, if they survive after perpeffating even the most egregious and deliberate
harms to society's member, then researchers must reexamine their definitions

of

legitimacy and survival to see what wrong assumptions they are making." (701)
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Preston and Post (1975) emphasrzed that all systems are interpeneuating by
social instinrtions. Wood (191la) gives the following examples; the family for

reproduction, the government for public welfare, the economy for producing goods
and services. {696) Preston and Post (1975) removed the amblguity in defining the
role of businesses that was vaguely defined in the past. They believed the role of the
organrzation is not to solve all society's problems but be responsible for the problems
they contributed to and social issues related to their business conduct and well-being.

Carroll's (1979) works incorporated the three-dimensional model including
categories of social responsibility, social issues, and philosophies of social

responsiveness. Within these categories the individual responsibility is included in
the responsibility of an individual based on the expectations of society at any given

time.

A recent sfudy by Ruf & Muralidhar & Paul (1998) took the dimensions of
community relations, ernployee relations, environmental issues, military issues,
product issues, South Africa issues, nuclear power and woman/mtnority issues
influenced by previous research. (Kurtz, 1992; Rockness & Williams, 1988; Harte

L99l; CarroII L979; Fornrne) This srudy used Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
three-step process of decomposition, comparative judgments and synthesis. (Harker

& Vargas, 1990) The process of developing

a measure for corporate social

performance is explained as the measure "can be decomposed into its components,
namely, the criteria (dimensions of social responsibility) and the alternatives (the
companies being evaluated). Comparative judgments are then made on the criteria.
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The objective of this process is to develop a meaningful measure of CSP thatreflects
the value judgment of respondents." (Ruf & Muralidhar & PauI, 1998)

This study determined the relative importance of the eight dimensions listed

by 101 usable responses. The aggregate measurement of results showed the
respondents considered prodsct/Liability the highest weight (23%), followed by

employee relations (l$Vo), woman/minority (15%), environmental (L4%), and

community relations (l2o/o). The dimensions considered least important were
nuclear power (7%),

miliary (5%), and South Africa (5%). This study contributes to

the continuing goal of sening systematic and consistent dimensions of social

responsibility and measurement. Areas of this sfudy may not be applicable today.
The inclusion of South Africa reflected at time in history during apartheid was
acuve.

Measuring Corporate Social Responsibility
The question still remains, how do you measure the observable outcomes
corporate social responsibility as it relates to the principles noted above?

of

I did nor

find questionnaires used that applied the models given but various other methods
used to estimate the responsiveness and

intention of organizations. Most methods or

models of measurement used are rating schemes, content analysis, analytic hierarchy
process or reputational surveys.

All forms have been questioned and criticieed

because of their inability to adequately measure the intentions and perceptions

of

organizations that participate in corporate social responsibility. The study and
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method of measurement I chose to use because of the flexibility and capability to
apply the dimensions of corporate behavior to any industry. In addition, this study
was thorough and incorporated several dimensions of behavior versus other methods

that generally focus one dimension.
One method of measuring co{porate social responsibility is to use the
governmental pollution guidelines as established by the Council of Economic

Priorities (CEP), which ranks organizations on pollution control maintenance
(Bragdon & Marlin, 1972; Chen & Metcafi 1986; Freedman & Jaggi, 1982). This

form of measurement is limited to considering the aspects of pollution and does not
incorporate other valuable initiatives that organizations make in terms of the
community, social service and employees.
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (1977) and Research
and Poliry Committee of the CEP (197I) propose other measurements of corporate
social responsibility. The Research and Policy Committee measurement focused on
five dimensions of interest: the consumer, the employee, the community, the

environment, and civil rights. This study may be limited to the dimensions

of

interest at the time and do not take into consideration new areas such as

international relations or child labor (Harte, Lewis & Owen, L99l; Kuru & Kinder,
1992; Rockness & Williams, 1988).

Doing content analysis of financial reporfs has also been studied as a way to
deflne and measure corporate social responsibility (Anderson & Frankie, 1980;
Freedam & Jaggi, 1982; Ingram & Frazier, L976). These studies reflect the different
approaches to analyzing corporate social responsibility using a social disclosure
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scale created by Ernst

& Ernst"(L972). They also evaluate the quality and language

disclosed in financial reports that is relevant to corporate social responsibitity. These
measurements are based on the content analysis of what the organieations want

people to believe they are doing and may not be limited to actual events (McGuire,
1

e88).

Reputational suryeys are also used to determine the extent of corporate social
responsibility within an organization. A recent survey was conducted by Formne
magazLne (Chakravarthy, 1986;

Dobson, 1989; McGuire, 1988; Spencer & Taylor,

1987). This sun/ey included a large sample of organizations but those surveyed were
executives familiar with their industries and standards of acceptance and were not

compared to outside industries. The study lvas composed of four social and

f,nancial measures. This sfudy focuses on the financial aspects of corporate
responsibility and is often limiting in other areas.
There is no absolute way to measure all issues with regard to corporate social

responsibility and accurately separate performance and perception. Each
measurement is influenced by the other and is not easily determinable.

Organizations that participate in these surveys may focus their attention in one area
of social responsibility. For example, some argafiizations are known for their

dedication and initiation regarding the area of pollution and environmental safety
and wiII score highly in these areas. Other organtzations focus their attention on
social senrice partnering or employee relations. With the measurements available,
one company would score higher, depending on the measurements, but both

organizations contribute equally but in different areas.
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The Research Problem
Organizations today should participate in corporate social responsibility
based on their realm of influence and contribution. The demand is growing for

organtzations to be accountable for their positive and negative contributions to
society, community and their employees. The successful organization's sole purpose

shouldn't revolve around profit. Taking socially responsible actions accrues costs but
can be balanced with the profits gained through consumers and partnering

organtzations.

Most organtz,ations today are in a highly competitive market and this is one
differentiating factor that can be taken into consideration. Those organizations that
are accountable and take responsibility can often be viewed as successful. The role

of the organization has changed over the yerils and is enforced by the government's
lack of initiative to step up to the p1ate. With the problems facing society and the

environment, and the belief that big business is the most powerful entity in the world,
the question becomes, how are organizations responding to corporate social
respo nsib

ility

curre ntly

?

Therefore my research question is, "What level of corporate social
responsiveness are Minnesota based organizations confined to members of BSR

currently practicing?" This research can help determine

if

these Minnesota

organieafions align themselves with behaviors and actions that can be described as

proscriptive (defensive), prescriptive (reactive) or preventative (responsive) measures

in corporate social responsibility. This insight was gained through a suryey of these
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Minnesota organizations that have an established commitment to social
responsibility as members of Business for Social Responsibility (BSR). The benefits
of this study clearly determined where each individual organization falls behind the
goal of preventative social responsibility. As a whole, the research clarifled how
select Minnesota based organizations aligned their behavior and actions in regard to

corporate social responsibility.
The assumption of this study included the famor that in which the
arganLzations that participated in the sutvey are practicing at least the lowest level
measurable of co{porate social responsibility. One limitation of this study was only

those argaatzations that were publicly disclosed, ffi members of the organization
Business for Socia1 Responsibility

in t994, are included in this study. Another

limitation is the Minnesota organizations that are currently members of Business for
Social Responsibility is not disclosed.

Methodology
However, I did not find similar research using the measurement model

I

chose and applying the dimensions to select organizations" The measurement model
selected to define the foundation of my research on Minnesota organizations

participating in corporate social responsibility is "Dimensions of Corporate Social
Performance." (Sethi, 1975) This model is useful in determining the self reported
level of responsibitty an organization is currently practicing.

I chose this model for

measurement based on the ability to be applied in all industries and included three
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levels of actions and behaviors. The dimensions of behavior measured include
several categories of action and behavior that is inclusive to the standards and

expectation of society today.

"Dimensions of Corporate Social Perfirrmance: An Analytical Framework,"
by S. Prakash Sethi (1975) was the measurement model I employed for the
measurement of select Minnesota based organizations. The organizatrons surveyed
are current members of the Business for Social Responsibility (BSR). This model

was applicable to organizations that u/ere akeady considered to be practicing
corporate social responsibility to some extent. The question lies in how
organizations are responding and to what extent each of these organizations is

practicing corporate social responsibility.
Sethi (197 5) divided corporate social responsive behavior into a three-state
system that can be defined by the following dimensions of behavior:
Searchfor legitimaqt
Ethical fionns
Social Accountability for corporate actions
Operating strategrt
Response to social pressures
Act iv itie s pertaining to govemmental actions.
Legislative and political activities

Philanthropy

An important point to note is that each of these dimensions can include all
activities related to the areas of interest that are currently imporfant to society and is
applicable to any stage in society. For example, these dimensions include activities

in relation to the environment, community, society and employees. While public
expectations change, these dimensions are continuously applicable.
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The dimensions of this study can be applied across all industries, firms and
societies equally. Comparable analysis is effective when using models that can be

instrumental in all areas. It is important to understand that the study does not solely

Iimit the focus to financial performance or financial activities.
Society is constantly evolving and the results of this srudy may not be
applicable over time. Those actions that are considered socially responsible today

might eventually be replaced with higher expectations. The factor of culture should
also be noted. The dimensions used in this study represent American culture and

may not be currently applicable to other cultures. These dimensions were used
because

of applicability to the expectations of society today. The dimensions below

were used as the foundation of the study:
Table I: A Three Scherua for Classiryiilg Corlmrate Behavior
By S. Prakash S€thi

Dimmsions
Behauior

of

fuo: Socitl

State One: Sodal

State

Obligatiaa

Responsibility

State llhree: fucial
Reslnnsivenus

Proscrifiive

Prescriptive

Anticipatory and

Confines legitimacy to legal
and economic criteria only;
dms not violate laws;

Accepts the reality of limited
relevance of legal and market

equates profi table operations

actual practice; Willing to
consider and accept broader
extralegal and extramarket
criteria for measuring
corporate performance and
social role.

Preventative

Search

for

legitimacy

criteria of legitimary in

with fulfilling social
expectations.

Ethical
Norms

Considers business valueneuual; managers expected
to behave according to their

own ethical srandards.

Accepts its role as
defined by the social
system$ and therefore
subject to change;
recognizes importance of
profi table operations but

includes other criteria.

Defines norfirs in community

Takes definite stand on

related terms, i.e., good

issues of public concem;

corporate citizen. Avoids
taking moral stand on issues
which may harm its
economic interests or go
against prevailing social
norms (majority views).

advocates instinrdonal
ethical norms event
though they may be
detrimental to its
immediate economic
interest or prevailing
social norms.
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Construes narrowly for legal
purposes but broadened to
include groups affected by its
actions; management more

Construes narrowly as

Social
accountability
for corporate
actions

limited to stockholders;
jealousy guards its
prerogatives against
outsiders.

ourward looking.

Exploitative and defensive
adaptatron. Maximum

Reactive adaptation.'Where
identifi able internalize

externalization of cotts.

previously extemal coets.
Maintain current standards
of physical and social

Operating
Strategy

Response

to

social
pressures

Willing to account for its
actions to other groups,
even those not directly
affected by its actions.

Proactive adaptation.
Takes lead in developing
and adapting new

technolory for
environmental

environment. Compensate

protectors. Evaluates

victims of pollution and
other corporate related
activities even in absence of
clearly established legal
grounds. Develop industrywide standarfu.

side effects of corporate

Maintains low public proflile,
but if attacked, uses PR
method to upgrade its public
image; denies any
deficiencies; blames public
dissatisfaction on ignorance
or failure to understand
corporate functions;

Accepts responsibility for
solving curreflt problems;
will admit deficiencies in
former practices and attempt
to persuade public that its
current practices meet social

discloses information only

information disclosures than

where legally required.

state one.

norms; amirude toward
critics conciliatory; freer

actions and eliminates
them prior to action's
being taken. Anticipates
future social changes
and develops internal
structures to cope with
them"

Willingly discusses
activities with outsidr
groups; makes
information freely
available to public;
accepts formal and
informal inputs from
outside groups in
decision making. Is

willing to be publicly
evaluated for its various
activities.

Activities
pertaining to
governmental
actions

Strongly resists any
regulation of its activities
except when it needs help to
protect its market position;
avoids contact; resists any
demands for information
beyond that legally required.

Preserves management

Open1y communicates

discretion in corporate
decisions, but cooperates
with govemment research to
improve industry wide

with government; assists
in enforcing existing
laws and developing
evaluations of business

standards; participates in

practices; objects

political processes and

publicly to governmental
activitim that it feels are
detrimental to the public

eilcouraget employees to do
like wise.

good.

Legislative
and political

activities

Willing to work with outside

Seeks to maintain status quo;
actively opposes laws that

groups for good
environmental laws;
concedes need for change in
some status quo laws; less
secrery in lobbying than state

would internalize any
previ ous ly extemalized cos ts ;
seeks to keep lobbying

activities secret.

one.

Avoids meddling in
politics and does not
pursue special interest

law; assists legislative
bodies in developing
better laws where
relevant; promotes
honesty and openness in
govemment and its ovtrn

lobbying activities.
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Contributes only when direct

Philantfrropy

Contributes to noncontroversial and established

benefit to it clearly shown;
otherwise, views

causes; matches employee

contributions as
responsibility of individual

contribution.

Activities of state two,
plus zupport and
contributions to new,
controversial groups
whose needs it sees as

employees.

unfulfilled and
increasinplv i mportant.

For the purpose of this study, I applied the above dimensions to Minnesota
organizations to assess what state or level of responsiveness to corporate social

responsibility they are currently practicing. I reviewed the following dimensions
beginning with "Search for legitimacy" with the three states ranging from

proscriptive, prescriptive to preventative. Those variables were incorporated into a
questionnaire that focused each question on a dimension and given multiple choice
answers that best determined what state they are at currently.

I simplified the

dimensions of the behaviors and actions and included the wording that best
described each state or level of action.

Sample Pffrticipants
The sample participants were chosen from a public list of Minnesota
organizations that were mernbers of Business for Social Responsibility (BSR) in

1994. The organizations were determined only hy their established membership to
BSR. Factors in selecting the organizations rrrere not determined by sire,
profitability or influence. The intent of the research is to provide

a

broad

understanding of Minnesota organieations without limitation of siee and profit.

It

could be easily determinable that larger organizations have more available profit to
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donate pretax contributions or commit the necessary fi.nances to environmental

safety. It could be assumed smaller organizations might not be hindered by large
bureaucratic policies that discourage them from partnering with local social seruice

organieations. My intent was to provide a sqparate but equal suryey without preselecting organieations based on size or prof,t.

I contacted the Business for Social Responsibility Organization on I)ecember
4,

L998 to share

with them my intentions of this study. @{akower, 1994) They are

aware that the organieations which were public members as of L994 would be

contacted. Steve Voien, Manager of BSR was very encouraging and supportive of
this project.
Each organization was contacted and requested the attention of rhe
appropriate person who handles communication and public relations matters.

I

chose this broad and informal manner because of the siee of the organizations. The

organizations that were contacted of various sizes and at times, the CEO would be
the contact person and in ofhers a designated Public Relations advocate.

At the time

of contact, the organization was given an explanation and intent of the call. The
request to participate was confidential and other parties involved remained

anonymous. There were no direct benefits to the participant or the organization.

A signed consent form was required from each individual participant of the
organization (See auached Appendix). All information gathered was kept
confidential and the identity of each arganLaation will not be revealed. The survey

initially included twenty possible organizations. A total of sixteen (16) questions
were presented in the survey that related to the dimensions of the measurement
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model and leadership. Data was collected from ten (10) organizations that
participated and completed surveys. The researcher was the only individual who had
access to the completed questionnaires and all records were destroyed on or by

May

30, 1999. Until that time, aII completed questionnaires were secured from intrusion.

In all instances, responses that might reveal the identity of the organiration were
omitted.

Limitations of Study
One limitation of this study is the inability to measure outcome or intention.

It is dfficult to measure corporate social responsibitity and the necessary level of
participation each organization should be conffibuting. Based on various studies
that relate their responsiveness to consumer relations and profit, I can only strongly
speculate there is a committed relationship between the organization and their

behaviors and actions that relate to corporate social responsibility. More and more
arganLzations are recognizing the role of corporate social responsibility and the

bottom line. There is no concrete measure for the intention of organizations, to
distinguish the image builders from the true open handers, who are committed to this
cause.

The parricipants completed the questionnaire based on their interpretation

of

the behavior and action of their organization. This research does not measure the

inrention or perception of the actions and behavior but attempts to claim these
actions are positively related to the organization's commitnnent to corporate social
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responsibility. Based on the responses to each question that relates to the dimensions
of the behavior and action of their organization, it is not proven that these actions or
behaviors took place. No other method of research was used to conclude or question
the responses received.
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PRESENTATION AI.il) DATA ANATYSIS

Origina1ly, the total public number of Minnesota organizations that were
members of Business for Social Responsibility was Twenty (20). See detailed
responses below:

Figrre t
ParticipanE
Norcsponse(2)

Could not mntact (4)

Putiripud

(10)

Not available(a)

Twenty (20) Minnesota based organizations were members of Business for
Social Responsibility (BSR) in 1994, Of the rwenty possible candidates, ten (10)
organizations participated in the current research. Four (4) organizations were not
available and assumed out of business. Four (4) additional organizations were
contacted but declined to participate. Two (2) organizations were contacted six
times or more by the researcher and did not get a response for their request for

participation. Those organtzations were not included in this study. A total of ten

(10) or5anizations completed a survey on the organization's behavior related to select
corporate social responsibility dimensions.

Figure 2
Tifle of Participant Ctosen by the Orgnnization
Title of Participants

Number of Responses
1

2
1

Chief Financial Officer
Public Relations Manager
Communications Manager
CEO

1

Executive Director
Director of Operations
Director of Marketing and Operations
\IP of Social Responsibility

I

President

1

Chief Financial Officer

3

An initial question posed in the survey requested the participating person to
name their title within the organization. This is important because it defines who in
the organization has the information requested and available. When contacted,

organizations were asked who the appropriate contact person for the organization.

Respondents who were most likely to able to determine the level of corporate

social responsibility currently practicing were mostly Directors and higher level
officers of the organtzation. One organieation has a social responsibility departrrent
and a designated Vice President.
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Figure 3
Size of Organizations
Number of

Number of Employees

Organizations
6

1-100 Employees

2

101-500 Employees

I

501-1000 Employees

I

Over 1001 Employees

The size of the organizations that participated in this survey varied. The

majority of organizations were smaller with 1-100 employees. The second largest
size of the organization was 101-500. Only one organization was over 1000.

Figure 4:
Organizations for Profit and Non-Profit
Numher of Organizations
7

Profit

3

Non-Profit

Approximately, three quarters (7) of the orgafiizations surveyed were for

profit. Three out of ten organizations were non-profit. This question was included
in the survey because of the handicap that is sometimes noted by smaller
organizations. Larger organLzations have larger budgets that allow them to utiliee
the pre-tax contributions.
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Figure 5:
Membership to BSR
Number of Organizations

Membership in years

5

5-10 Years

3

0-5 Years

2

Unavail;able

HaIf (5) of the organtzations thatrryere surveyed claim to have had a longterm commitnent to corporate social responsibility. Those organrzations have been
members of Business for Social Responsibility for over six years. Three (3)

organizations have been members for up to flve years, which still aids in defining the
organtzation's commitment to coqporate social responsibifiry. The fwo organtzations

did not have this information readily available to them or they were unsure.
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Fi$ure 6

Dimension: Search for l-egitimacy
Proscriptive(1)

Other (Q

Prmtuine(1)

Presaiptive(6)

The first dirnension {luestioned focused on the organtzations'behavior

in relation to "Search for Legitimary." This question is determined by the
organieations' behavior in relation to legal responsibility and profit.
Six (6) organtzations believe they are practicing at a prescriptive level

of

corporate social reqponsibitity. This is a state two level of behavior and is
determined by the organization's ability to accept legal and market criteria for

Iegitimacy and solely confined to legal and economic criteria.
One (1) organization believes it is currently practicing the highest level

of

corporate social responsibility in relation to ttris dimension. Preventative behavior is
determined by an organization that accepts the role of change and recognizes the

importance of outside criteria.
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One (1) organieation believes it is currently practicing state one level

of

proscriptive behavior. This first state is determined by the organization that is
confined by legal and economic criteria only.

Two (2) organizations gave other responses that did not categorize the
organization into a state of corporate social responsibility. One organaatton defined
their role in search for legitimary as "our mission is to create positive social change.n'
The second organization responded as, "vy'e affempt to alter business practices to
make indusny and governments and others' activities more environmentally and

socially acceptable."

Figure 7

Dimensionl Ethical Norms
Prescriptive

(l)

Prevertative (9)

The second dimension questioned determines the organization's behavior

towards ethical rrofins. The question

lryas presented

to determine how an

organization reacts to internal and external issues relating to ethics.
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Nine (9) arganizations suryeyed claim they are currently practicing
preventative corporate social responsibility behaviors and actions in the area

of

ethical norms. State three preventative behaviors are determined by the
organLaation's abitity to advocate and take definite stands on issues of public

concern
One (1) organization scored lower and described the organization's behavior
as

prescriptive. This organization aligned fhe organization with behavior that does

not advocate ethical nofins and falls generally falls into line with majority views and
economic interest.

Figllrte

Dimensio n:

So cial

Other(1)

I

Acco uutability

Proscriptive

(l)

Preventative (8)

The third dimension determined the social accountability for social action

within the organtzattan The factors the organization took into consideration when
taking action and what considers and groups are included
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State one organizations have proscriptive behavior and are limited to the

consideration of stockholders. One (1) organieation best described the organieation's
behavior in this manner. Eight (8) organizations chose behavior that best described
the organization as preventative and takes into consideration all other groups and is

willing to be accountable. One (1) organization chose not to respond to this
question.

Fig!re I
Dimensio n: Opemting Stategr

Preventative (10)

AII ten (10) orgaalz.ations responded to the dimension of operating strategy as
preventative behavior. These organizations believe they take the lead in developing
and adapting new technology for environmental protectors. Each organization
eliminates all side effects of the otganization's actions and takes preventative
measures. These organizations anticipate future social changes and accommodate
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for them. Less preventative organtr,ations are defensive and reactive towards
adapting to social change and participate in change but do not initiate or take the
lead.

Figrile l0
Dimensio n: So cial Pressures
Presrriptivt(2)

Other (a)

Prewnt*tue(3)

The dimension of social pressures relates to the organization's objectivity and
response to society. Organizations that are underdeveloped in corporate social

responsibility avoid public profrle and project

a1l

fallacies onto the public and are

proscriptive in behavior. Organizations that accept responsibility for current
problems and react formally to the public show prescriptive behavior. The
preventative organization willingly discusses activities with outside groups and open

to informal and formal input.
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Three (3) organizations aligned their behavior and action with preventative
measures. Two (2) organizations chose answers that best described the argantzation
as prescriptive

in their behavior and actions. Four (4) organizations did not answer

this question.

Figurr 1l
Dimensio n: Go vernmental Actio n

Proscriptive (l)
Other (4)

Prescriptive (a)
Preventative

(l)

The sixth dimension questioned relates to activities pertaining to
governmental action. Proscriptive behaviors in organizations strongly resist any

regulation of activities except in area that protects market position. Prescriptive
argantzations participate with the government in research to improve industry wide

standards. Preventative organtzations openly communicate urith the government
and assisting in developing laws and the evaluation of business practices and protect
the publics good.
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Four (4) organizations best described their organization's behavior and
actions as prescriptive. One (1) organization aligned their behavior with preventative
measures. Four (4) organizations chose not to answer this question.

Figurc tjl
Dimension: I-egblative /

Po ti,tical

Prmcdptiw(1)

other (2)

Prccriptiw(1)

Prtmntmivr(5)

The seventh dimension relates to the orgafiization's behavior towards
legislative and political activities. Preventative organizations do not pursue special
interest laws but do assist in developing beffer laws and fosters openness with the

government. Prescriptive behaviors include working with outside groups for the
need to change some status quo laws. This state does not include openness and

leadership in the area of legislative and political activities.
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Five (I0) of the ten (10) best described the organtzation's behavior in this area
as

preventative. Two (2) organizations aligned themselves with lesser roles in these

areas. Two (2) oryanieations chose not to answer this question.

Firgtrre 13

Dimensio n: Phihnthro py

Other(2)

Pro*riptive(3)

Prermtdive(5)

The final dimension relates to the argantzation's behavior towards

philanthropy and the contributions to other organizations. Preventative
organizations conuibute to controversial and established causes but also recognize
and support those groups it sees as increasingly important. Prescriptive
organu,ations contribute only when it directly benefits the organization or views

contributions as responsibility of individual employees.
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Five organizattons aligned their organlr,ation with preventative behaviors and
actions. Included in this actions is conffibuting to important and controversial
groups. Three (3) organizations aligned their arganization with less controversial
behavior and generally contribute to groups that directly affect their industry. One
(1) organization chose "Ofher" with the response, "some of all the above." One (1)

organization chose not to answer this question

Figure 14:
The futrre of corlrcrate social respousibility

/AIl

ten organizations agreed that this role will increase in the future

AII organizations

see the

role of corporate social responsibility increasing in

the future. The role of corporate social responsibility will develop over time and
incorporate the necessary standards developed by the social actions. What may be

currently acceptable today will develop and determine the social standards of our
trme

Figure 15:
Does ymrr orgmizmion have a formal PoHcy of Co,rporde Social Responsihility?

{
{

5 Orgroizations Respouded Yes

5 Orgnnizations Responded No
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Five (5) the argafiizations have a formal poliry of their commitment to
cotporate social responsibility and five did not. Organizations currently incorporate

vision and mission statements that identify the goals and leadership of an

organization. Some organtz,ations have incorporated their stroilg commitment to
corporate social responsibility into a separate formal statement that identifies the
leadership and intentions of their behaviors and actions.

Figure 16: Organimtion No,

/

t and Organization No. 2

Describcd thc orgauization's behayior and artiotrs a$ "Preve,ntative" in 7 out
I behaviolrs-

of

Organization No. I and Organization No. 2 aligned their behavior with
preventative action in 7 out of the 8 dimensions. These organizations can be
described as taking the highest measures possible to ensure rhe organieations

commitnent to coqporate social responsibility. Organization No. 1 and? both have
formal written policies in regard to their commitrnent toward the highest level

of

corporate social responsibility and incorporate the actions of a leader.

Organaation No. 1 described their behavior as less than preventative in the
area of social

accountability. They did not align themselves with the options

available with a comment that the organieation in relation to social accountability is
'based on social and environmental priorities." In order to become preventative, this
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organization needs to take into consider aII groups and not limited to social and
environm ental priorities.

Organization No. 2 described their behavior as prescriptive in the dimension
relating to search for legitimacy. To reach the highest level of preventative behavior
this organization would need to accept their role as defined by the social system and
is subjea to change but also recognizes the importance of profit.

Fignre

{

t7l

Organization No.

3

Described the organization's behavior and astir}trs as "Preventrtive" in 4 out
of I dimensiolrs.
Ctose not respond to the behavioral Dimension of Social Pressrrres,
Govemmental Action or Legislative and Political Activities

/

Organtzation No. 3 defined the behaviors and actions as preventative in 4 out

of 8 dimensions. This orgafiiz,ation chose not to respond to the dimensions relating
to social pressures, governmental action and legislative and political activities. Based
on the lack of response in these key areas, it is best determined that they are behaving
a State One or State Two level of corporate social responsibility. These areim are

very sensitive to organizations and are often avoided because of the direct impact

it

could have on determirrirrg the intentions of the organization.

This organization clearly shows preventative behavior in other areas and may
have avoided the areas of social pressure, governmental action and legislative and
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political activities because of the sensitivity to these areas or may not have direct
contact with the government or legislative and political activities.

In the future, for the advance of this arganl,r;ation and their ability to become
aleader,

itwill

have to embrace these areas of influence. In orderto accomplish the

level of preventative corporate social responsibility this organization must respond to
social pressures and acknowledge and accept input from formal and informal groups,

participate in enforcing new laws and show leadership in developing new laws and
participate in developing new l;aws and tobbying activities.

Figure 18: Organization No. 4

{
/

Described the urganizatiun's behavior as "Preyentative" in only 2 out of I in
the areas of Social Accountability and Operating Strategy.
Described the organization's behavior 4 out of eight times as "Proscriptive".

Organrzation No. 4 responded to their behavior and actions as proscriptive
more often than preventative. It is determined that this organization is practicing at
a State One level of corporate social responsibility.

The areas that this organization needs to improve upon to meet the highest
level ofpreventative corporate social responsibility is in fhe areas of search for

legitimary, ethical norms, social pressure, governmental action, legislative and
political activities and philanthropy. Areas of improvement should include
acknowledging their role in the changing society, speaking on issues of public
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concern and influential nonns, discussing activities with formal and informal groups,
assisting and developing evaluations of business practices, participating in developing

new laws and contributing to new controversial groups that are increasing important.

When completing the questionnaire, this organieation was unsure as the

motivation for joining Business for Social Responsibility or the length of this

commifinent. Taking these factors into consideration, it is most likely, this
otgantz.ation has not made the commitment to corporate social responsibility or may
be in the process of establishing a stronger vision in this area.

Figwe 191 Organization No.

5

{
/
/

Destlribeil the organization's behavior as "Preyentative" itr 4 out of I
behaviorr.
Described the arganization's behavior as "Prescriptive" irr tfte Dimension:
Search for Legitimacy and Govemmental Action
Chose not respond to the behavioral Dimensions of Social Pressures, and
a

Organization No. 5 defined their behavior as preventative in 4 out of

dimensiofls. This organization def,ned their behavior

as prescriptive

I

in the areas of

search for legitimacy and governmental action.

The industry that this organization is directly related to is often involved with
the government and manipulated by laws and legislation. Based on the industry,

it

would be very challenging for this organization to object opening to governmental
activities which relates to preventative behavior. This organtzation does not have a
formal poliry in relation to their commiffnent to cotporate social responsibility but
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has a department

within in organtzation and also designated a Yice President of

Corporate Social Responsibility. The respondent chose not to ansurer the questions
relating to social pressure and philanthropy. Based on the industry involved, they

wiII always be affeaed by social pressure.

Figure ?0: Oryandzation No. 6

{

I

Desctibeil the orrgmization's behavior il$ "Prevrntffive" in 3 out of I
dimensions.
not
Ctosc
to respond to the behavioral Dimeilsion of Governmental Action.

Organization No. 6 aligned their organization's behaviors and actions as
preventative in 3 out of

I

dimensions. When responding to the question that relates

to search for legitimacy, the respondent chose the option other with the comment
"our mission is to create positive social change.

"

fn the area of social pressure, this

organization responded by other with the comment "don't have outside pressures."

In order for this organization to reach the levels of preventative behavior and
actions in these areas, they will have to recognize that their role as it relates to social

responsibility actions wiII change and includes legal and market standards. In the
area of social pressure,

it must embrace other organizations and accept their role in a

positive influence in society.
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Figrure

{
/

Ztl Orgailiaation

Desdbeil the organizatim's bchavior

as

No.

7

"PreTentative" in 4 out uf

I

behaviors.
not
Ctose
respond to the behavioral Dimmsions of $ocial Pressures and

Philanthropy

This organization responded to 4 out of the 8 dimensions as preventative
behaviors and actions and once as prescriptive in the area of governmental action.
The indusuy that this organization relates to is directly related to the government
and may influence their behavior and action. What differentiates an organieation

from preventative behavior is their ability to object openly to governmental activities.
This organization may see this area as too controversial for their industry.
The respondent chose not to answer the questions relating to social pressures
and philanthropy. This could be directly related to the industry of this organrzation
and their relationship to the public and social pressures. This organization must

improve in the areas of social pressures and philanthropy to achieve the highest level
of preventative social responsibility. This organization must discuss acrivities with

formal and informal groups and contribute to new conffoversial groups that are
increasingly important.
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Figure 22: Organization No,

I

Described the orrgauizffiion's behavior a.s "Preyentativefr irr 4 out of I
behaviors.
Deseribed f&e organizatioa's behavior fls "Prescripive" i$ the Dimensious:
Search for Legitimacy, Social Prressures and Goyemmental Action

{

/

Orgariizaiiori n"o.

I

aiignuri tireir trciiaviurs arrd aetiuns as prwentative in 4

out of the eight dimensions. In all other areas, this organization best described their
behaviors and actions as prescriptive, which is a State Two. This organization shows
preventative aetion in the areas of social accountability, operating strategy and
Iegislative and political activities.

To raise their actions to preventative, this organization would need to
improve in the areas of search for legitimary, social pressures, and governmental

action. Examples of improvement would include lsalizing their role in changing
society, discussing activities with formal and informal groups, and participating in

communicating with government on enforcing existing laws and developing
practices for evaluating businesses.

This organization does not have a formal poliry in relation to their
commitment to corporate social responsibility but has been a member of Business for
Social Responsibiliry for 6-10 years.
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Figure 23: Organization No.

{
/

Described the

ugmizilion's behavior

as

I

"Preyentative" in 5 out of S

behaviors.
C-hose not respond to the behavioral Dimension

of

Governmental Action

Organization No. 9 aligned their behavior as preventative in 5 out of the

I

dimensions. It chose less preventative action and behavior in the areas of search for
legitimary and philanthropy"
In order to improve in these areas, this organization must realize their social
responsibility will change over time andtake stronger steps in supporting new and
controversial causes that are increasingly important.

This organtzation is ifl an industry that is clearly regulated by the government
and that may have had an influence for choosing not to respond in the area of
governmental action. This organieation has a format poliry that relates to their

commitrnent toward corporate social responsibility.
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Figrrre 24: Oryanization No. t0

{

/

Described the orrgmizffion's behaviur as "Preyentative" iil 4 out uf E
behaviors.
Described the otganizatisn's behavior as "Ptrescriptive" ir the Dimensions
Search for Legitimacy, Govemmeffal Action and Legislative and Political

/

of

Activities
Chose not respond to the behavioral Dimension of Social Pressurcs

Organization No. 10 aligned their behavior and actions with
prevention in 4 out of the

I

dimensions. It chose less preventative behavior in the

iueas of search for legitimary, governrnental action and legislative and political

activities.

This organization needs to improve in these areas to achieve
preventative behaviors and action. Some examples for improvement may include
accepting the organizations changing role in society, showing sffonger leadership in

govemmental action and participating more in developing better laws and
Iegislation.
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CONCTUSIONS

In this paper, I explored the opportunities and success of corporate social
responsibility and researched the responsiveness of selected Minnesota based
organizations. My research defines where these Minnesota organizations claim to
fall within the behaviors and actions of corporate social responsibility and suggests
whether they align their behavior with preventative measures. This highest level

of

responsiveness towards corporate social responsibility involves those organizations

that take preventative steps in their behavior and actions as described by S. Prakash
Sethi in "Dimensions of Corporate Social Performance. .' (1975)
The results of my research show that the majonty of the Minnesota
organizations surveyed claim to be currently practicing at least proscriptive or
reactive levels of behavior and action. More otgarrtzations claimed their behavior
and actions as preventative in regard to their ethical norrns, social accountability,
and operating strategy than the other dimensions. From the responses given, one
orgafiLzation describes their actions and behaviors as preventative seven out of the

eight dimensions. Seven out of ten organizations claimed their behavior as
preventative in regard to corporate social responsibility in at least four out of the
eight dimensions. AII of the organizations viewed one or more of their behaviors as
preventative

Three of the organizations that participated were non-profit organizations that
are generally not considered corporations in reference to "corporate social

responsibility." Organizations Nos. 3,7, are non-profit and aligned their behavior in
at least four out of the eight dimensions as preventative. I struggled to consider

if

these results should have been included in this suruey, but these organizations were

members of Business for Social Responsibility in which my sample was based.

I

acknowledge that non-profit organizations are founded on separate principle

foundations than corporations but the need for accountability exists in any

organization. Non-profits are orgaflizations and contribute equally to the influence
and weII being of society. For the purpose of this study, the results are included and
are competitive but did not surpass the two corporations that aligned their behavior

with preventative measurers in seven out of eight dimensions. Additional research in
the area would evaluate how non-profit and for profit organieations compare using
the samptre methodology.
The questions and dimensions most chosen and not responded to were the
actions and behavior relating to "social pressures" and "governmental action." One
suggestion is the questions may have been phrased in a manner that did not cleafly

identify the behaviors and actions of that dimension. These questions vrere clearly
avoided by more than one participant and may reflect a consistent weakness in this

question. Question No. 12 intended to describe the preventative action and behavior
related to governmental action defined by Sethi (1979) and was interpreted as,
"communicates with government and assists in enforcing existing laws and
developing evaluations ofbusiness practices. Objects publicly to governmental
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actiyities." This question could have been worded more accurately reflect Sethi's
(1975) definition as "...objects openly to governmental activities that it feels are

deuimental to the public good. " The question arises, would participants have
aligned their organrzation's behavior with this description if reworded to reflect

organizations that only object to governmental activities that are harmful to the
public?

Question

1

1

related to social pressures and four out of eight of the

respondents did not align their organization with the behaviors given. In retrospect,

this question may have been confusing the participants as to the definition of "social
pressures" and also the prescriptive behavior could be reworded to "Takes

accountability of contribution towards current problems and f,nding solutions.
Attempts to persuade public it meeB current norms and conceals judgment toward

critics.

Releases

information when legally required." The question was worded to

reflect *'solving problems" to reflect a more positive position in

-'finding

solutions."

Both of these revisions could significantly change the outcome of responses for this
question.
A11

ten participating organtzations agreed that their role in corporate social

responsibility would increase throughout the next ten years. These results are very
positive in forecasting how these organizations wiII continuously increase their
responsiveness to corporate social responsibility. Those organtzations that did not

align themselves with preventative actions and behaviors could do so in the future.
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In looking back, it would have been helpful to have someone in the direct
field corporate social responsibility review my questionnaire to reflect concerfls. f'm
uncertain if this questionnaire was given in the future, that the same results would
have occurred.

I struggled with designing a questionnaire that was too easily

distinguishable between the "right" and "wrong" behaviors and maintaining accuracy

of Sethi's (1975) dimensions. Itwas most challenging taking Sethi's dimensions and

working them into a usable and understandable questionnaire. Interviews with
participants could have given me a richer study and also offered an oppormnity for
participants to ask questions that may have clarified unanswered questions.

Working with an established questionnaire based on a current model would have
secured me the reliability of my study.

If the challenge arose to continue research on this topic, I would improve and
expand the questionnaire to include more than one option or question that best
determined the organtzation's behaviors and actions. Those organizations fhat chose

not to answer one question were removed from the research results for that

dimension. Offering more than one question would also provide more opporffinity
and explanation in identifying certain behaviors and actions.
The strongest criticism of this study is that it only reflects what these
organtz,ations claim in terms actions and behaviors.

It shows that some

organieations claim to be taking more responsibility but does not identifu what these
actions and behaviors are and if they are valid. This study aids in determining

if

these organizations EIre at states that reflect preventative, prescriptive or proscriptive

behaviors and actions as deflned by the dimensions given. The behaviors and actions
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that were best described by the organization were not validated or proven to be

accurate. As shown throughout this thesis, many organtzations claim to be socially
responsible and are found to have behaviors and actions that do not altgn them with
the current expectations of society.
The question could be asked, if the survey used truly reflects the current
expectations of sociery and if the dimensions

a^re

too ambiguous to capture the

current societal noflns that support our current definition of corporate social

responsibility. In my opinion, the dimensions used reflect current expectations of
societal norrns and could continue to be used to study the responsiveness level

of

organizations. Sethi's dimensions relate socially responsible organizations with
responsiveness and measure an organization by three levels ofbehavior and action.

In considering the entire study of corporate social responsibility, the
arganizations studied are active in the relationship between the organieation and

society. This study is relevant only in terms of defining the organtzation's
responsiveness and not other factors.

If more organizations participated, a more

diverse presentation of Minnesota organizations could have reflected a ffend in size

of organizations, industry or the relationship between profit and non-profit. With a
larger sample, a more thorough srudy could be completed how Minnesota
organtzations as a whole are responding to this issue.
Six organizations contacted chose not to participate in this study. Three
organrzatrons chose not to participate because of lack of time, one because of legal

reiuons and two did not respond to my phone calls. My opinion of the behavior

of

these organizations does not meet the responsiveness of a level one "proscriptive"
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organization. The two organizations that chose not to respond to my requests , after
seven attempts, publicly promote their commitment to philanthropy but may score

very low in other areas. I would envision those organaations that are socially
responsible would want to further this cause in any way necessary. I was encouraged

by several organizations that sent brochures and encouraging comments in regard to
my sfudy.
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RECOMIVIENDATIONS

'T believe we're on the verge

of what migfrt be a gmaine sfrift ia our

aatiaab priorities- an official end to the 'me'and the 'grced'decade. We now
Imow thflt the conditioas ofow brsiaesses caaaot be separated fmm the
coaditions ofthe society in which we openate, and that we mast advocate,
promote, aad even frgfrt forrcryrunsible businms." -Paaf Fircman, CEO, Reebok

Iaternational Ltd.
(hdakower,297)

Corporate social responsibility is an evolving increase in awareness and

accountability in organizations. As the challenges of society increase, the
expectations set by society will also increase. As the history of co{porate social

responsibilify evolved, the church and government passed on those expectations to
the business organization. Organizations that are not leaders today can easily be
Ieaders

tomorrow. Organizations that are perceived

as

socially responsible based on

the expectations of society today may be questioned by the expectations

of

tomorrow. We can also speculate on the long-term impact of corporate social
responsibility and whether these arganLz,ations will continue to show leadership in
these areas and whether profit

will be the deciding fuctor in organizations that have

continually taken on more responsibility.
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Currently, we primarily measure success by the bottom line, a single bottom
line that is determined by profit. The organization's contribution or lack

of

contribution to the community can affect the bottom line and their long-term success.
Organizations continue to struggle with the initial goal of making a profit and are

now faced with behaviors and actions that are judged by outside entities of society
and the community. As the definition and expectations change, so must the

behavior and action of an organieation. Without clear guidelines, each organlzation
is left with their own interpretation of the expectations of society and at times fall

short and hard on the reality ofperception and reputation.
Corporate social responsibility is also catching the current wave of invesffnent

on the Internet and several studies address how those organieations that are viewed
as

socially responsible relate to oufside invesffnent. As information on the Internet

increases it

will be interesting to see what competitive attributes consumers and

outside investors will consider.
The increase of accountability on organizations may not be nght, or ethical or
at times profitable but the demand still exists. Some organizations benefit from
increasing behaviors and actions that reflect a more socially conscious organtzatton.
Some orgawz;ations perish and are punished for their attempts to be socially
responsible and maintain a priority of profit. There is no ea$y equation that an

organization can follow. They take their chances and follow the lead, in hopes that
they meet the e4pectations of society and are not the target of angry consumers and
actrvrsts.
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The topic of corporate social responsibility wiII continue to evolve and be an
argument in process until we can clearly measure the input and results of those
organtzations that show leadership in this area. We can celebrate those
organwations that are judged to be acceptable and learn from those that make
mistakes, W'e can only hope that as someone steps a\fi/ay from the plate

of

accountability, another entity will step forth in the cnrsade to increase the progress

of

society and our community.
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CONSENT

FORTVT

My name is Jessica Viljaste, and I am a graduate student at Augsburg College
in Minneapolis,

MN. I have

designed a survey/interview questionnaire to study

Minnesota organieations that are practicing some level of social responsibility. I am
asking for your participation because you may have some information or insight into
the level of social responsibility that is practiced by your organization.
The purpose of this study is to determine what level of social responsibility

your organization, and other organtzations, are participating at each level.
Summarizing information

will

appear in my final thesis and may be supplied to you

upon request. The researcher will not disclose the individual questionnaire or any

individual answers to anyone. The principle investigator doing this thesis will be the
only individual who will have access to this confidential information.

If you decide that you do not want to filI out this questionnaire, it will not
affect you or harm you in any way. You may choose not to answer some of the
questions, if they are obtrusive. If you answer any of the questions on this
questionnaire, the researcher wiII assume that you are a willing participant in this

study. Thank you for your contribution.
Date
Company
Company Representative
IRB Approval # 98-05-2
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QUESTIONTNAIRE rRB #98-05-02

l.

What is your title?

2.

What is the size of your organization?

3.

4.

a.
b.
c.
d.

l-100 employees
101-500 employees
501-1000 employees
over l00l employees

Is your organization?

a.
b.

Profit
Nonprofit

How long have you been a member of the Business for Social Responsibility Organization?

a.
b.
c.
d.

0-5 years
6-10 years
I 1-15 years

over 15 years

5.

What motivated your organization to join Business for Social Responsibility?

6.

In what ways do you believe that your organization practices socially responsible leadership? Check
all that apply,

Affrrmative Action- takes proaclive attempts to associate with minorities and woman owned businesses.
Child Labor- takes proactive attempts to establish agreements with foreign supplies to secure the well
being of workers under the age of l8 and bans unethical child labor
Community Ecanomic Development- contributes to the economic development of the community through
donations of involvement.
Corporate Cql!q."- takes consistent and progressive attempts to develop their own corporate culture.
- consistently promotes and progressively trains employees on diversity
Downsizing4estructuring- has a "no lay-off' policy for employees
Eco-Efflciency- takes proactive attempts to be conscious of environmental and energy efficiency
Employee Empowerment- promotes the growth and success of employees througlr hiring within the
organization.
Employee
promotes employee training and education.
Ethics- publishes and supports organizations ethical boundaries.
Fair Wages- competitively rewards employees
Global Ethics- concerns themselves with the global and international ethical standards in organizations.
Health & Wellness- promotes health and welfnglqaublicly with employees
International Business and Human Rights- takes public stands to protect international business and human
-rie!4s.

Minority

progressively incorporates minority outsourcing of services to suppliers.
Mission/Vision/Values- publicly and consistently voices organizations mission/visiorr/and value
statements.

Pollution Prevention- publicly and progressively makes attempts to prevent pollution.
Sexual Harassment- has a uno tolerance" policy and without warning employees are fired for violation
Volunteerism- encourages employees paftisipation and gives paid leave for volunteering
Work/Family/Life Balance- promotes employee's balance of work/family/life balance through flextime and
the employee.

Other
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7.

Choose one statement that best describes your organization's reasoning for their social responsibility

actions:
a.

b.

Measures social responsibility by other criteria than legal, market standards, and corporate
performance.
Continues to support laws, legal and economic criteria that enable the organization to become

profitable.

I.

c.

Role in social responsibility is subject to change and realizes the importance of profit.

d.

0ther

Choose one statement that best describes your organizations ethical norms:

a.

Speaks on issues of public concern and the impact of economic interest and influential social

norms.

9.

b.

Defines nonns in comrnunity related terms but does not voice their public opinion.

c.

Is value neutral and managers are expected to behave according to their own ethical standards.

d.

Other

Choose one statement that best describes your organization's position on social accountability for
corporate actions:

a.

Decisions are made with in the best interest of the stockholders.

b.

Accounts for its actions to all gfoups.

c.

Decisions are based on legal matters and groups that may be affected hy this action.

d.

0ther

10. Choose one statement that best describes your organization's operating strategr;

a.

SIow to change but maximizes externalized costs.

b.

Maintains and responds to current standards of physical and social environment. Participates in
industry wide standards.

c.

Participates in proactively developing and adapting to new environmental protectors. Anticipates
future social changes and develops structures to cope with them.

d.

Other
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I

1. Choose one statement that best describes your organizations response to social pressures
a.

Discusses activities with outside groups and accepts formal and informal input, Welcomes public
evaluation and the release legal information about the organization to the public.

b.

Solves current problems and openly admits its weaknesses in former practices but keeps consistent
with social norms and discloses legal information when not legally required.

c.

Responds to challenges hy using public relations methods to secure its public image. Considers
legal information about the organization to be private.

d.

Other

12. Choose one statement that best describes your organization's actions pertaining to governmental
action:
a.

Withstands regulation of activities but welcomes help in protecting its market position.

b.

Preserves management discretion in corporate decisions but cooperates with government in
research to irnprove industry wide standards. Encourages participation in political processes.

C.

d.

Communicates with government and assists in enforcing existing laws and developing evaluations
of business practices. Objects publicly to governmental activities.

Other

13. Choose one statement best describes your organization's legislative and political activities.
a.

b.

Works with outside groups in establishing laws and acknowledges need for change in some laws
and is not private about lobbying efforts.
Maintains position and actively considers laws that impact the economic responsibility of the

organization. Considers lobbying activities private.
t_

d.

Assists Iegislative bodies in developing better laws where relevant. Promotes honestly and
opeffless in government and its own lobbying activities.

Other

14. Choose one statement that best describes your organizations position on philanthropy:

a.

Contributes and encourages the responsibility of employees to contribute.

b.

Contributes to established and non-controversial causes and matches employee contributions.

c.

Contributes to causes and supports new, controversial groups whose need it sees as unfulfilled and
increasingly important.

d.

Other
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15. Does you

s€e

your organization's role in corporate social responsibility increasing or decreasing over

the next ten years?

a.

Increasing

b.

Decreasing

c.

Don't know

16. Does your organization have a formal description of its commitment to social responsibility?

a.

Yes

b.

No

c.

Don't know
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